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CHAPTER TWO 
ORAL AND LITERARY FORMS ANTECEDENTS OF THE XHOSA NOVEL 
2.0 Introduction 
This chapter seeks t~ identify oral and literary forms that were 
in existence prior to the emergence of the Xhosa novel. 
forms are identified so that this analysis of the Xhosa novel can 
thu.·:~. 
credibility and aesthetic relevance. It is the aim of this 
chapter to illustrate now orality and literacy have ·functioned as 
cultural and historical determinants of the Xhosa novel. 
2. :i Oral forms 
2.1.1 Praise-poetry 
Poetic activity among Xhosa-speaking people was an established 
fact long before Western civilization or literacy was introd~ced 
Mahlasela (1973:1) when h2 maintains 
1ne same perspective is 
adopted bv Scga (1979=103-104) 
Ukubonga oku yinto ebevele Customarily a person is born 
nave umntu. kuba ebebcnakala with a talent to bonga (to 
oyimbongi esevinkwenkwana, 
kub a woqal'esengako ngokuman' bard) is noticeable at the 
ukubonga ade aqhubele 
phambili koku akhuiayo. 
Woqala ngokumana ebongana 
namanve amakhwenkwe, kanti 
boyhood stage during which he 
starts bongaing, he continues 
this as he grows up. 
Initiallv he bongas other 
bovs. he continues bongaing 
ke woda aye kuwabonga namhla them when they are men, he 
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order to dispel the fear and conflict that haunt Goobhoka's mind 
he declaims a coem. the effect of which is ~o instil the courage 
to press forwaro a~d resist satanic forces. The poem. excepting 
the insp i rational f u nction. serves as a precipitant of action. 
<Praises of Gqobhokal. is 
found on pages 50-51. 
The practice of oral poetry is preponderant in Mohayi's Ityala 
Lamawele, one of the few novels of the second decade available 
in print. In the first poem, which appears on page 
voices his dissatisfaction ana protest against 
inkundla:s decision to refer the case to Khulile Majeke. The 
Ndaza ndalubon'uzwathi 
1 h":-?tyal a! 
Ndaza ndalubon'uzwathi 
1 \'~ (·:2 t y i:'~ 1 ·:':':. ; 
Kwasa saxhinxa~ kwasa safak' 
i th~,r;.,;,i.thiNa, 
Se zingaphi na ngok'iinku~zi 
zalo mz1 kaPhalo? 
Fuda sisithi nguHintsa. 
,:,>.kukho ·y'i i'i'1i::1 :i .••• 





What a long extra-ordinarv 
case I have witnessed! 
What a lonq extra-ordi~ary 
case I have witnessed! 
Each morning we are harnessed, 
each morni~g we are on the 
How many bulls do we now have 
in Phalo's homestead? 
Hint·:.:;;;,\ ••• 
r am disillusioned that it 
has castrated itsel~ 
this coem achieves an 
aesthetic effect. It externalises the suspense and 
,:::on-F J. i c::t:. i':.h.:c•.t in the minds of 
is also achieved bv the poem on pages 30-31. 
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incorcora~ion of verse narratives into the Xhosa novel is neither 
a decoration ncr a fault. They are incorporated fer various 
artistic effects as the foregoing discussion has shown. 
2.1.2 Xhosa Music 
African music consists of traditional songs and hvmns (iingoma 
namaculo!. Dargie (1986:21) formulates 
people -ombela traditional sonqs, but -cula church 
and school songs. Uk-ombela means to s i ng w1th 
clapping and body movement . . . uku-cula was adopt e d as 
the style of singing in church, i.e .• without body 
movement or c1app1ng. 
Rituals and traditional practices are the bases of traditional 
songs. Since rituals and traditional practices are as old as 
man, the same is true of traditional sonqs. Dar~ie ( 1986:24-33~ 
identifies the following song categories; diviners' songs 
consisting of umhlahlo and icamagu livumile~ beer songs; male and 
Tema1e initiation songs; umtshotsho songs; boys' stick-fighting 
songs; work songs~ hunting songs and lullabies. 
Dargie (1986:22> regards hymns as s choo l and mi ss ion music 
because thev emer ge f rom mission instit utions. I t should be 
stressed that mission institutions c ouoled with their musi= 
existed almost m cent u ry crier to the rise of the Xh osa novel. 
Reference to the practice ~- hymn-composition and hymn-writing 
dates bacK to the early nineteenth centurv. The celebrated 
c o mcoser of the first quarter o f this century was Ntsikana. 
Shepher d (1955:18-1 9 ) quotes John Brownlee's letter in which it 
is stated : 
One of the strangest encouragements to Missions in 
this century. is the blessing which seems to have 
accomcanied the labours of the J~t;. Mr Willi3ms 
..... :l9·" 
There is a kraal of about one hundred coculatio~. who~ 
death to mv entrance + r· C:im th E1 t.. i :nE1 '::)+ 
i n t. c~ c:: ,::1 + .. ;: r::.~ r· 1 .,;,.., n c:i were accustomed to meet regularly 
for worshic morning and evening. and ~o observe the 
conducted the worship. died about two years ago. He 
in their language, which they still 
sing in their worship of God. 
Shepherd also quotes from the account of Ntsikana by Dr Philic 
in Researches in South Africa, volume II~ as follows 
was a poet, as well as a Christian. ana 
though he could neither read nor write he composed 
which he reoeated to his people~ till thev 
could retain them ucon their memo~ies. 
:; Ibid . :: :20) 
More specifically! hi?. <Nt·::::.i k<::\na.) should be considered 
the initiator of original Bantu hymn-writing, which was 
momentum at the end of the century, as 
"·::; t uc:i t·?n t ·::::. 1·1h G ~··J€,~r·· e CJ i \/er .. , ~-,-.. ·":-c:.t.ln d mu. s i c: .:;,;_ 1 CJ r· c•u.n d i !"; c.:i 1. n 
training institutions. and others who developed without 
a specialisGd backqrounc:i but as a result of their 
intense eagerness, their talent and the help of their 
emerged as hymn-writers and composers o~ 
both serious and light. religious and secuiar choral 
the third quarter of the nineteenth century 
witnessed the emergence of another hymn-writer and comwoser, Tivc 
Soga 1 the ~irst African to be ordained to the ministry. 
Shepherd (1955~41) 
He was an able hvmn-writer, and to-day some of n1s 
" ·":~::()""" 
hymns are sung wherever Xhosa speaking people gather 
Outstanding favourites are Khangelani 
nizibone izibele ezingaka; Sinesipho esi khul Lt 
esisiphiweyo thina and Lizalis' idinga lakho. 
Another hymn-~riter and composer emer ged during the last auarter 
the nineteenth century. This was John Knox 
hymns and songs entitled Amaculo 
AseLovedale in 1885 (Gerard 1971:42-43). The tu~n of the century 
was graced with the compositions of Enoch Sontonga who wrote both 
music and words. One of his songs Nkosi Sikelel' iAfrika (Lord 
Bless this Africa>, has been adopted as the national anthem of 
It has been oointed out already that rituals, 
practices and mission institutions constitute the basis of 
The Xhosa novelist has turned tn the same basis 
+c:w· in~:;;pir·a.tion and source of material. It is, therefore, no 
coincidence that Xhosa music features in the Xhosa novel. ;: ·\:·. is 
various artistic reasons. 
may be introduced to enliven the story ... 
illustrate a point or to underline the author's 
Xhosa novelists include 
as cart of their narrative technique. ~ith 
varying degrees of success. 
in Ndawo's Uhambo 
LukaGqobhoka . Ndawo punctuates dreams~ in which Goobhoka is 
summoned to leave Mhlangeni, with songs that tyoify the wo~ldlv 
he must o+ necessity renounce. These songs also 
delineate the social context from which Gqobhoka emerges . On oaqe 
13 there is a beer song sung bv Banjiwe. 
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All the novels of the fourth decade incorporate music. 
eight novels in al 1 , 
Petana's UPhumzo Isakhono Somfazi Namanye 
Amabalana (1933), b i n>~G' ~::; Umzal i Wolahleko (1933). Swaartboci's 
UMandisa Bangeni's Kuphilwa Phi? 
UNomathamsanqa NoSigebenga (1937> and Futshane's UJujuju (1939 ). 
which these novels incorporate acn1eves various 
aesthetic effects. is determined by 
in which the novel is set, or in which the occasion 
necessitating music is set. The song sheds light, inter alia, on 
setting! narrative structure~ and characters. Note the following 
song sung by Nomoi as she meets Nolishwa and Nomakhephu 
The westernised world 
Livayithand'indaba Is fond of stirring trouble 
Usacho logcobhoko The offspring OT the Christian 
c C:) !'"t -....,.. e r· t. ·=~· 
Aluhloneli baGtu. Lacks respect for people. 
(UNolishwa 
This song is isicabo, a song sung to denigrate someone. lsi cabo 
is a noun that derives from the verb -cabela described by Dargis 
to detame somebody, but with overtones of 1 i qht.···· 
heartedness and mocking. The wcrd may well include 
te~ling someone his 
This sicabo befits the context in wn1cn it 1s sung. I 'i':. i :;:. :::.u.nq 
by iqaba ~o satirise igqobhoka that comes from the mission 
wnere she nas been receiving lessons that prepare one 
This gqobhoka 1s nona other than Nolishwa whc 
lacks discipline and respect 
Christian ethics. 
The discourse and events that follow fit 
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Joseoh Williams was succeeded in 1820 by John Brownlee of the 
London Missionary Society. who . . .. . settl ed at Tyhume, which was an 
outstation established by Williams on the Gwali stream in the 
Tyhume vallev. In November 1821 Brownlee was joined by William 
Thomson and John Bennie of the Glasgow Missicnarv Society. These 
three dedicated themselves to the task of furthering and 
enhancing the efforts and aims o~ the previous missionaries. 
They soon realised that education 1s the handmaiden of the 
evangelistic task (Shepherd, 1955:22). The Glasgow Missionary 
Societv's Annual Report quoted by Williams (1959:219) proceeds 
lhey well knew that a school, properly conducted, is an 
excellent nursery to the church. 
In a s1m11ar vein Slee (1934:113) says 
Schools were needed, not only to promote civilisation, 
but as instruments of evangelism. 
The task of running a school at Tvhume was cerformed by none 
other than John Bennie, who also set himself to the task •••. i' UT 
mastering of the Xhosa language. Makalima (1981:40) states : 
••• 1~ became the primary task of all missionaries in 
Las~ern Cape to learn Xhosa. All the London and 
Glasgow missionaries who founded the Gwali Mission 
Station in the Tvhume Valley made it their soecial duty 
to learn Xhosa as soon as possible. eut it was John 
Bennie. a gifted linguist. who achieved spectacular 
success in learning the language. He is acknowledged 
~o be the first man to devise an alphabet of Xhosa and 
to some he is known as the father of Xhosa literature. 
The introduction of missionary school s among the Xhosa-speaking 
people expedited the emergence of a literate community comprising 
Xhosa pupils and teachers. 1825 the old Lovedale School at 
Ncerha had seventy pupils. In 1828 Thomson was being assisted a~ 
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The invaluable contributiGn of Isibutho Samavo to the 
Xhosa modern prose, including the novel. deserves 
commendation Clsibutho Samavo,1844~5>. 
Another Methodist journal worth mentioning 1s Isithunywa Senyanga 
<The Monthly Messenger) appearing ~rom Aucust to December 1850. 
literary material in its issues includes music, 
light essays and historical narratives. The literary qualitv of 
however. does not measure uc to the quality of those 
of the previously mentioned journals Clsithunywa Senyanga,185Q[~ 
::.'.'.<) • 
Tne Glasgow Missionary Societv through the agency of the Lovedale 
In 1844 the Lcvedale Mission launched 
I kwez i ( 11m·Tt i nq ~:::t .. ::·.r· ) • issues appeared between 
narratives contributed by William Kobe Ntsikana. 
Balfour who were all i mmediate oroducts of the 
mission schools <G6rard, 1971~30). 
Indaba CThe News) succeeded Ikwezi" Thirty-one monthly issues 
Indaba i c.::. 
interspersed with oral and modern prose 
important contributors included Tivo Soqa under the pseudonym of 
No~jiba WaseLuhlangeni CThe Dove of the Nation) and J Mazamisa. 
instance. has a well known Xhosa 
submitted by Tiyo Soga. The June 1863 issue contains an essav 
In tne same issue there 
is a short historical 
Ethnic Units) written by Mazamisa (lndaba. 1862-1863~41-44: 166-
:i. '? :L ) • 
l~ 1870 the Lovedale Mission launched a bilinqual monthly oaper. 
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at the hands of the Colonial Government. 
It reads as follows 
If ~ne contentment and loyalty of the Dutch are to be 
purchased by sacrificing the rights of the nat~ves. 1 
am afraid the colonv is not ye~ out of danger. 
It seems from the above excerot that Imvo provided a clatform for 
the prominent Afric an 
novelists who has pursued the persoective initiated by Imvo. 
UDon JadLt~ examines tne theme of race relations and 
political freedom. which must have influenced 
Izwi LabantLI <African Voice), a weeklv oacer that 
appeared in 1897 and ceased in :}. •:_;:•::) ~::p n 
Imvo, includes political articles that examine the political 
'l .: :. ~-· 
.l. J. ;.·:. t::;! 
frustrations which an African experiences in ~ 
White-dominated country, 
The important editors of and subscribers to this 
pacer included Chief Mhala and Samuel Mqhayi 
has attempted to elucidate two main point s. 
Firstly, literature of Christian content was in abunda~~e wnen 
the Xhosa novel The publishers themselves were 
The missionaries published the 
embraced the Christian content that was considered 
not inimical tu the miss ionar y cause. The second graohic point 
departure from Christian-oriented l iterature is possible 
when the publishing agency is democratic, 
<Black or White) are equally accommodated~ ~= noted 1n 
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characters shared by setting. Setting mav also Qe ~sed to 
establish the social position or status o~ c:: h -:!:'.!"" .;:;,_ ·:::: t. fE f· ·::o- ( C f : 
Boulton. 1975:125-132; Cohen. 1073:29; Morse. 1974:121 j. 
3.1 Social Setting 
addresses a particular audience or 
particular point in time. It must be relevant to the societal 
norms and values of Needless to say. the novel must 
incor porate social circumstances that surround 
course, relate to 
Most Xhosa novelists incorporate social ·~::. t·:~ t. t :i. f"f (,! :!. n .. ,. '"'' ......... . : I'~ .. ;\/ !;;:,1 ,j, ·::::• ;; 
:i. ~dawo's Uhambo LukaGqobhoka presents the social 
circumstances that surround Mhlangeni, and from which the central 
character. Gqobhoka, emerges. Detailed rendering of folkways and 
folklife is provided. The rendering of social 
novel has an artist ic It has been used for utilitarian 
I ·i::. localises the entire narrative and the cen~ral 
It assumes some symbolic ve1n. Detailed information 
on traditional recreational activities such as dancing. religious 
activities s~ch as 
beer-drinking and slaughterinc of animals to crovide meat shared 
community signifies worldly allurements anc 
oleasures that seek to entangle the Christian 
Alternatively, they purport to topple a Christian as 
Ityala Lamawele is neither de~cribed 
is known about social circumstances 
has been presented through the immediate scene punctuated with a 
means of these devices the social 
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downs in the life of the villain~ Mhlangenoaba, one realises that 
the environmental circumstances were, in fact~ a foreshadowing of 
Though the geograohical setting shifts, some 
·::::-hi ft .. 
encounters oroblematic social conditions wherever he lands. 
signified bv his namel 
insurmountable problems. 
At this juncture. let us focus on the social setting evident in 
the sixth decade. These are Ndawo's 
UMshweshwe. Jolobe's ELundini LoThukela and Gwashu's Amasalela. 
it should be noted that it is not the rendering of the timeless 
background and details of an environment that matters in the 
social setting of an historical novel, but the creation of the 
changing ohvsical life and the equally 
ch<:\nqi nq ·:::. p i r · j_ t u -::•. 1 
milieu accounts for much and offers the 
novelist a great challenge to evoke lost sights, noises, smells, 
and the brilliance and marvel i n p H?. ~:::. t. 
tTit.t·:::~t. necessity comply with the magic fo r mula of 
evocation which considers the presentation 
information with the minimum of distraction. 
in mind that the social sett~ng, characters, 
actions and other elements of the narrat ive presented ~elate to 
the age in question. This presupposes a gift of 
the abilitv to manage the selected 
The changing physical environment o~ human life is aesthetically 
in Ndawo ' s UMshweshwe. is coupled with the 
historical details that seek to explain the origin of the term 
Imcortant to note 1n this endeavour is the combination 
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I 1::. ~s the ground-conductor all the currents o~ 
sciritual and intellectual atmosphere evoKed in the 
It provides a base of reference, lack 
acversely affect the q~al ity of 
(cf:Kumar & McKean. 1968:259) . 
Geographical setting 1s indispensable ~o the crea~1on of onvsical 
The previous subsection has alreadv 
distingcished tt1e \hosa novelist's skill in the manipulation of 
physical and spiritual atmosphere. 
paid attention to the incorporation of 
This subsection 
nove l ist's management of qeoqraphical setting. It considers two 
categories, novels witn vague geographical setting and novels 
with vivid geogr aphical setting. 
Novels with vague geographical setting 
All but few of ~ne ear1v novels~ i.e .. the novels written between 
the first decade and the fou rth decade of this centurv, 
setting in vague general terms. 
instance, the following extracts from Ndawo's novels : 
Kwakumiwe ngabantu bakowethu Our people inhabited a~ area 
kumhlaba waseMoumalanga. in the East. known as 
(Uhambo LukaGqobhoka:1 ) 
Kwelo thambeka elimatve Below that steep valley 
amhlophe. esithendeni salo which features white stones 
kwak umi umz i kaMdiuli ~nere stood Mdluli's 
\ UNol i shwa ~ :L :l 
Nomathamsanqa 1s unable to 
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Mafuva's Bhota Nonceba belongs to t0e seventh decade; Gwashu's 
Izigigaba Zelifa and Xametshata's Ntliziyo Ungumkhohlisi oelong 
to the current decade. The geog~aphical setting in these novels 
has been presented vividly. and it can be eas11y located on a 
The novelists do not. proceed to paint or 
describe the setting . It should be noted that description is 
used mainly for co~veying mood and atmosphere. 
because another 
substituted for it. This is the ethnological device. 
using description ·for conveying mood and atmosphere the Xhosa 
novelist often employs ethnological material as shown in the role 
played by social setting 
be faulted automatically for missing 
D 1...\ t. i:i (·:·~ ·;;;; '::: r·· i. p t. :i. C) i"l • 
3.3 Historical setting 
This subsection examines the rendering of the historica l time 
during which the narrative takes place. This time locus involves 
the time of the day, date. 
tn African fiction. For instance, from 1900 to 1959 
there are approximatelv five novels that feature the time of the 
These novels are Sinxo:s UNomsa. Futshane's UJujuju 
and Mhla Ngenqaba, Jordan's Ingqumbo Yeminyanya and Tsotsi's 
UNtabaziyaduma .. incorporates ali ~he 
asoects of the time locus. Sinxo and Jordan refer to the time of 
F~tshane and Tsotsi mention season and month only. 
The same ohenomenon characterizes the novels CT the s~bsequent 
d \'i.! c: .:;:, c:i \o·~ ~::: .• The onlv novels of tne seventh decade that incorporate 
t: hE:~ t'. i ;Tt €·:o' locus are Jongilanqa ' s Ukuqhawuka Kwembeleko and 
Gwashu's Isizukulwana Sentandabuzo. Jonqilanqa does not soecify 
the ~1me of the day. but he mentions the date. month 
24 December 1945. Though Gwashu is general, ne does 
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fictitious oresent and the locale 1n the Wester~ navel 
The Xhos a novelist normally 
o t h e r means to achieve the ·fictitious preEen~. such as 
1ne use of fol k t ale openi ng formul as does not presupo ose 
locale a s the nar rative. 
oresence of t h e locale in a n o vel deoenos lar g e ly on the literarv 
Hence Futsnane's UJujuju a nd Mhla Ngenqaba . 
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The book clearly exemplifies ~ne influence of Pilgrim's 
Progress. It purports ~o describe allegoricaliv the 
evolution of an African from heatnenism to 
Christianity. but, as Vilakazi observed, Ndawo was 
unab le to master the allegorical techniques o~ Bunyan. 
1he central character, fighting against wild beasts. 
and men, and the elements, 1s not symbolical, but 
straightforwardly anecdotal. 
Another novel featuring an action plot is Nqani'~ Umqol'uohandle. 
an1·s action clot entails features other than adventure, safe 
escape from the real world to the world of fantasy. solution 
cycle and search for eternal treasures noted in Ndawo's action 
novel. The features oeculiar to Nqani's action plot include 
criminal conspiracy. mystification, competitive individualism 
embodied in the detective. tracking down of murderers, their 
discovery and apprehension. These features derive from the 
concealed ~.ur·o8r c{ ~he innocent victims, Eddie Magga and Lulama 
the tracking down of the clues to the murderers by a 
professional detective 1 ~~lobo; the comclication of the criminal 
red herrings skilfully orogrammed by the culprits; 
and finally the unravelling n~ the criminal conspiracy and the 
ultimate discovery and apprehension of the murderers by the 
detective. 
Ngani;s novel is a detective nar~ative. Hence the above te~tures 
are preponderant. 
Gwashu's detective 
novel . Izanzwili 
The other novels featuring an action cl ot are 
novel, Izigigaba 
Zobudoda. The 
Zelifa, and his historical 
features characterizing the 
action plot of these novels bear resemblance to those of Ngani's 
and Ndawo ' s n ovels. 1~ lS therefore unnecessary ~o expand upon 
them. 
Th e Path~tic ~lot 
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includes bioolar plots. picaresque clots 
anc archetvpal plo~s. 1n ese plots derive their structures from a 
CJ·f 
unchanqeability and comoleteness o·r the characters from the 
They need not show an v new qualitv. 
olots need to do is to bring out various attribut es ot the 
The main purpose w•· ~ne plots 1s to set the 
characters in new situations! to change their relations to one 
these situations characters are made to behave 
typically ~ for they are static. They do not exist to orecipitate 
nor the ouroose for which the narrative was created. 
the expression of some oartiouiarised 
reality advocat ed 
character shoul d be loosely connected anc action 
should be subservient to characters. It is also ~ convention 
that ~hese o lots should entail flat character s whicn are suitable 
mediums for the expression of one kind of vis ion of 
these clots serve to delineate certain asoects o ? life th ey 
cannot ue faulted wheG they proceed wit h or without heroes or 
The Bipolar· F'l ot 
recei ves its structure and substance from 
dialectical confrontation ano ~he renderi~q of ideas i~ te~~s o{ 
twos. in their positive and negative dimensi ons. 
1ceas aqainst eacn 
sets, eac h character or idea being the coposite of the 
other (Spencer, 1971:9). 
Sinxo's novels entail sui tab le ex amo les of bi uo lar pl ots. 
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character. Mlandeli. remains evil until the end 
of the narrative or the death of the fo il character. 
Xametshata'e Ntliziyo Ungumkhohlisi. 
qualities of the hero. Themba, remain constant in 
changing situations. The evil perspective embodied in the foil 
remains so until 
punished by death. Since the clots of these novels do not f~gure 
peculiar features it is deemed exoedient not to elaborate on 
I 1::. obvious from the foregoing exposition that bioolar 
structures postulate apparent sequences and latent counterpointed 
It should be mentioned that the two perspectives 
presuooose the mediation of a third perspec~ive that reconciles 
reader. who harmonizes and unifies the contrasted units so that 
the narrative can be abstracted. 
(197 1: 88) formulates : 
In 
nakedly conflicting, d;,,[.:':'tl 
oerspectives. the t~ird v1ew c~ 
indispensable to the book s meaning 
the other two conflicting ones. 
The Picaresque Plot 
1ne picaresque plot derives its structure from the cen~ra1 •1qure 
situations or scenes 
designed to provide the panoramic view of a societv . 
figure is presen~ed tr avelling or successfull y climbing a social 
At the end he sha~es the knowledge he has acquired with 
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at night is a1s0 adventurous. 
is ~raced and rearrested by detective 
Noaba's girlfriend, 
whom he ul~imately marries 
Nobantu's sporadic appearance in the narrative seems 
to have been predetermined. She appears for the first 
from or1son and nas hidden at Nqwane 
Forest in order to escape notice dur ing the day. 
Noaba's release 
by detective Mabona. 
appearance awakens Ncaba who is having a nao en route ~o n1s home 
and is brooding over Ncbantu. The third ins~ance transpires wnen 
work in Cape Town. The villain has no 
sooner reached his home village when he meets Nobantu next 
b rooding over Nobantu. 
Evidentlv. these encounters have been predetermined 
i ntr· :i. C:!Ut::? .:·~.nd ·::;;. u . .:::: c: ~:::= ·;:::. ·::;;. 
Mzamane's Izinto Zodidi which a. c: c: :...t. rn I . .J.J -::.:.. t.: ::·:·? ·::; i t ·:s oicaresoueness bv 
that constitute a ~hree-decker 
Wellek and Warren 
or three plot-sequences in alternate movement 
,\ .. \ ,. ...... . 
1...: 1l:::f";·l 
The first episode or sequence o~ Izinto Zodidi 
who pratssts aga1ns~ soc1eta~ norms that deprive married wo~en of 
of exoress1on and freedom o~ action. 
fjrst assertion is that of her right of expression, which occurs 
when she chal~enqss the cultural ~wu~ that exoec~s the newly-weds 
to cart company merely because the \'·,:~::w· i< ::. n 
She 1s convinced that such separation can ., .. "'" · ... ' ... ,: 
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The said interlocking takes place when marital love, common 
economic and soclal ideals and asoirations about the improvement 
of African society promot Deyi = brother. Vusani. to marry 
MamNzotho. the heroine of the second seauence. This marital 
un1on implies the unification o~ the Kondile and Gubevu fami l ies. 
w•11cn are oo~n committed to the improvement of the lot of African 
women and the rural community. The hero of the third sequence 
owes his achievements to this marital union since . ~ J, ~ .. lS 
MamNzotho who suggests that ~ne hero u~ sent to Zambesi 
Universi~y, where he soecialises in atomic energv research. It 
lS on this note that this study considers the three-decker 
eoisodes as acnieving a~tistic unity through interlocking at 
sociological and techno-economic schemata. 
The other novels with picaresque clots based on success episodes, 
roguishness, and intrique a~e Bonqela's Umzi Omtsha and Mtuze's 
Umsinga. o1nce these yea~ures are not of any additional literarv 
significance 1n these nove ls . -. ~ ~ .. unnecessary to discuss them 
in detail. 
4.2.2.3 The archetypal Plot 
. . ,. 
arcnetypal plot derives l~S archetypal actions 
or situatio~s, that is. experiences wnicn a certain society has 
underqone at on e time or another. It concerns situations with 
which members o~ the affected soc1etY or 
What aff ect s an individual or a hero affects the c~mmunity. The 
archetypal plot does not eXlS~ to delineate character 
render a group-felt situation or experience. The clot may or mav 
not involve characters. lY characters are involved they often 
serve as for exoression 
exoer1ence. a mouthpiece or voice and mirror OT the group. 
Thus ~ne characters are not ~ii~ focal Point of the narrative. 
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lyrical presence or collective consciousness. 
unseen observer, the 
African community. which identifies 
is ind ispensable to the political struggle of 
lyrical oresence or collective 
consciousness convinces the reader -l::.h(·:·:~· lessons t~e nero 
F:! d t.r. c: it:\ t. :i. C) n ~::\ 1 .,. 
achievements he gains are meant to benefit the African community. 
Dyafta's Ikamva Lethu also features an archetypal clot. 
the co2munai concern that 
pervades the entire narrative. the collective concern 
< .·:!: }.f't 
soonsoring the education o~ 
corcorate concern riqhts asse~ted cv 
the Gwala family clash with 
his marriage cartner. 
Lastly. the communal concern 
to renounce the idea of carting company with his 
wtfe in o~der to seek work in urban Zukile disregards 
for corporate identity 
brings him misfortunes. 
and identifies wi th the communitv or family members 
he has previously disregarded. 
are Sivongwana's 
Ubulumko Bezinja and Mtuze's Alitshoni Lingaphumi. 
narrative is a protest apartheid system 
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conventio~ally oiotted stories 
divided into certain clearly defined chases. Such stories 
heqin in a state OT equilibrium. This initial stability is 
then disturbed by some event that incites conflict. The 
confli~~ throuqh a chase 01 rising action 
until a crisis occurs. a coint at which the f~rtune 
protagonist turns up cr do~r towards a change in his life. 
After the crisis scene cr1ngs on the climax. 
o~ the ccn~llCt diminishes through a brief stage of falling 
action, leadino to -· resolution or denouement. 
In terms o~ the foregoing excerot the conventional clot comprises 
mainly exposition. complication. crisis and climax. decline~· 
falling action and denouement. Most critics 
evaluate piot structure in terms of these chases. The novelists 
or playwrights are expected to comply with these phases when tnev 
compose or present their wor~s. The phases. moreover, wne~ tnev 
show uo. should constitute a pvramidal structure as ·Follows: 
climax 






Tn~ abo~ ~ structure 1s known as ~reytag's ovramid because i~ was 
propoun d ed bv Gustav Freytag, who avers ~ 
the drama possesses pyramidal structure . 
a~ises from ~ne introduction wi~h the entrance of the 
exciti~a forces to the climax, ana ~ails from there to 
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This aspect ertails ~re presentation 
the characters emerge. 
Zwelinzima. his station in li·Fe, 
institutions such Lovedale Institution and Fort 
Hare Universitv College. and the circumstances 
Gcinizibele. at Sh 
The characters who are associated with 
c::.u.t J. C)C:•k 
donor o~ provider is also introduced. This is Ngxabane, who 
emerges from a traditional 
His ~ole fulfils the function of spatial transference or 
He has been involved in the surrectitious transference 
~::.ht::·! Tsolo to Sheshegu. He is the person, who 
discloses secre~ in~orma~1on whereabouts of the 
7he supporters of Zwelinzima act on this information when 
they resolve to fetch him from Sheshegu so that he can assume the 
~gxabane provides 
traditjonal practices such as ~ne use of rivers 
. . .. 
~:; u. t"'· } ·:':':\ .i. . •. , 'j ........ ·••• ··-1 ... ~ J. -:::1. L. ~::.'".:::· 
like Danqazele rece1ve 
from traditional Mpondomises. 
Ngxabane's role a~ 
information : tha 
d'/i t';q .... " ; ..-~: -:·:}. r~ t:·:·~ rn \fi.J. 1. -:·:·:!. ~ 
:.:: ' . ..'. i ... j, n \;:! \:::• D ·:::. h moves antagonizes 
the contesting carties. the in~ormation regarding 
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want and JEalousy. 
J. !"i Mthunzini 's narrative 
uer l v~s ~rom jealousy and meanness. Mthu~zini wo ul0 li~e to oust 
:. ·'' 
Grea~nes revenge 
The possibility exists 7 however, that. 
sho~lo the opportunity present itself . Mthunzini might suocort 
Dingindawo in order to satisfv his vengefu l solrl~. 
It should be mentioned that the abstraction anc reconstruction of 
the equilibrium and 
disequilibrium should not deceive the ~eader into concluding ~na~ 
Jordan antedates the fictive present with the fictive past. The 
reconstruction of the sujet components have been 
effected merelv for the curoose o·f t h is s~uov. Otherwise. Jordan 
imbalance interwoven or running parallel. 
This is particularly evident in the motifeme of absentation that 
precedes the motifeme of !ack. 
evident froffi ~ne aoove exposition ~nat jea l ousv an0 envy 
are the primary etic 
once the ini t ial 
anotner lack might transpire. 
the educateo kin~, 
t:.ht·:·:· 
Zwelin2ima against the majority cf his 
POSSlPllities hold 
suspense. and interest in what ensues is generated. 
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mcmentarv calm before the imminent storm. 
cossibilitv of con·Flict between Gezenqa and Twat~a looms large. 
The narrative u nits that 
dimension from the contrastive patterns that oervade the ch ase . 
While ~ne relatives of Mzingisi hate MaQhinebe because 
When Mzingisi dies Twatwa is born. 
The reader becomes expect2nt of further 
contradictions that may involve the hero. 
The struc~ural units that bring about 
Nqani's Abantwana Bethu aooear in Chaoters 1 to 9. 
asoect of the exposition 
geographical anG traditional social settings. the introduction ot 
the protagonist, Themba, against ·::: . .2:\ 1 C:! 
i n troduction of fhemba s fiancee, Nomhle. It is discernible from 
·:::. t . .:). t U. ·~;:. C:: "I' 
Themba, for instance. :s a law 
student apprenticed to a firm of attorneys in Johannesburg while 
awaiting LLB results from Witwatersrand University. :i. ~:~~ ·::;', 
nurse at Baragwanath Hosoitai . 
in·::·:·: .... '"'''''"""'"'"' ·::;;.!:;:.'L.i .. JI !Lt '""' ·~·· 
characters whose actions are likely to i~cur diseouilibrium. The 
characters include 
from traditional 
backgrounds and are custodians o~ traditional values. 
h j, ·::;:. 
delegation. wnlcn seeks the Dalindvebo's d aughte~! 
Ntombebhongo ~ to tne consultation and consent of 
:~. ·:;::. 
The likelihood becomes verv high that Themba 
violate the interdiction tnat 
This is evident f rom 
Themoa's already existing courtship 
situation transpires as tne ~sader imagines the disharmony that 
will e~sue should the hero violate th e communal interdiction. 
1ne exposition further presents 
This character orov1ces the information that 
mediates between the polaritie~ or the contesting parties. 
:i. ·~::. 
.... " 
!.:;.i ~{ t·•.; "~::. J. E:\ II the three-man delegation when it 
of witchcraft by Si t ~ and his c ouncillors for having th rown an 
inkundla Detore the cattle-fold. 
Gxwala exp1a1ns tne oractice 
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Paradcxical ty , t he information that Gxwala orovides antagonizes 
the hero~ Themba. (!~ :i. -!::. h c l...i. t:. t h :i. ::;; 
lGformation the matrimonial negoti~tions would h ave been oroken 
stance Gxwala adoots in ~ne 
He does not condone 
:!. t. 
i~terd ict ion without hi s opposition. 
J, ·::::. 
fines Zwela~dile Sit 
nevertheless. the same GxNala 
who rescues Sitvebi and his counc11. Gxwala dismisses the fine 
the custom on which it lS based does not 
I 'f.':. Nqani's exposition d oes not antedate 
imbalance wit h oarance. Instead. balance anci disturbance or 
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cri ~1 ~1 se this approach because Hal p eri n (1 974: 41) formulates 
The exposition alwavs constitutes the beginnin~ of the 
fabula. th e fi rst cart of the chronologically ordered 
hu t 1t is no t n ecessar i l y located 
The analysis h as f uther noted that the main fea t ur e ~== e w• em1c 
unit that characterizes and launches exoosition 
1s ~ne moti feme of Sometimes this ernie unit is 
fe ature modes s uch as interdiction an d 
its various forms. 
Kwembeleko the function of lack 1s preceded bv t he moti fe me o f 
interdic tion. while Ingqumbo Yeminyanva and Ngani 's 
Abantwana Bethu th e function of 
intensified form o~ absentati on . Such prececenc v is commended 
because i t enhances the il lusi on of 
' . . . . 1mmeo1acv anc orGsen~ness. 
Rise and Complication 
potential d isharmony . ~hich have surfaced du~in g the ex0csi ticn, 
+ro0 the introduction CT new forces and fu~ther 0Gltiplication of 
structural unlts. Accordi n q to t Me Pr oopian! Pi ke /Dundes' mo del 
mediation, coun teraction ano deoarture <Prcpp ,1 968:30-39l . 
In Jongilanga's Ukuohawuka Kwembeleko the structural 
constit u te th e rise an d compl i cati on a re found in Chaoters ~ ~o 
interlocking imag es that signal the her oine 's possible v iolation 
images are realised anc deve l aped 
d uri ng th is chase. 
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structural units. Furthermore, these units g1ve tne 
I" "''." ,..,,. • 
,-:+ l; •,:~1 H •,) •:':'i~ r::~ ;:::~0 \ / {•:•:•:: !I 
I ·i::. fr:t.t ~:::. ·i::. tnat this stujv lS cognisant of th e ~act 
Prappian /PikeiDundes ' :~. n 
narrative structu~e. 
however~ reckons that the model also appli es ~o mocern narrative 
Dundes <1968:XIV> avers 
Propp's analysjs shoulc oe useful in analyzing th e structure 
of literar y forms (such as novels and olavs 
Culler is anothe~ critic who uu~~ no~ confi n e 
model 1s a suitab l e means o~ 
defining tn e basic units narrative structures 
<Culler, 1975:123-144). It ·s also on this note 
that this study has app l ied the aforesaid ........ ........ ·; i~l ~...~ ti ~·::,1 .\. 
This oersoective dismisses the view and the 
t:.h.;'i:i.t:. 
instance. Kwetana (1987:80 « 81) wno savs 
: .. )••t :i. ~: ::: r-: 
structure of folk-tales We mav boldly sav 
:Ln Ingqumbo Yeminvanya 
view to function as folk-tales have functions. 
~n1s one w1!1 oelong to a senior class~· folktales .... 
CHAPTER FIVE 
CHARACTERIZATION 
'.'.':.:. 0 Introduction 
literature view characterization as the art of 
presenting imaginary persons in a literary work of 
recognise two forms of characterization: flat characterization 
and round characterization. Distinguishing between the flat 
character and the round character which determine these forms of 
characterization Freund (1947:202-203) writes 
·r1··1t.:~ +J..;·:1t. c:i··~.:H··.:·~.ct.€;)t"· :i.·:=:. u.nc:hc-H·Iqir"li;.:J~ ~:=.t . .::'.t.:i.c; .:,\t th!'.;:· c:r·1d u+ 
essentially what 
Quite the opposite 1s the character 
is profoundly altered by 
Because he is at the mercy of his 
>:·'~ir.o '1::. :i. c:Jn s <":1.i"i ci passions, his responses often take us b y 
l:::• ~::::' f"· {"': -::!\ p ::;;:. ;::·t. [) €~! i::. t ~:·:·) t"· J,.\J C), ... d ·f () t .. · f"! :f. tTt :t ·:::;. 'i::. h -~:t t:. ! ! t:::! 
Most critics regard flat characterization as inferior to round 
characterization. c:f·· it :L c~=:=. 
reality to round characterization only. 
Freund (1947~201-202) says applies to such critics. 
Very often the difference between what is deemed first-
rate and second-rate in literature lies mainly in the 
achievement of better characterization. 
classic, a novel must be about people portrayed with 
insight, who are always credible, and in some instances 
Amonq sucn c~itics the followinq are quoted 
The creation of images of imaginary persons in 
1s called characterization. In 
effective nar-r-a.t:.ivc"f liter-atur-e~ fictional per·sons, 
through characterization, become so cr-edible that they 
exist for the reader as r-eal people. 
( !Vi\/ ~_? ifl P h <':>. ·;::; :i. ~;:; } 
The art of creating fictional characters ir1 words which 
give them human identity is called charac terization. 
It 
cr-eated ~:.eem to 
illusion whereby the character-s 
become people with tr-aits and 
Characterization is a sum total of techniques employed 
by an artist in presenting characters in a literary 
\··•c::·f'· k c•+ .;: .. r··t ·:::: ..::;. t.h.;·:tt char-acter-s. ar-e perceived by t:.hi:·~ 
audience/reader as persons endowed with mor-al and 
disposit:.:ii.ona]. as well as physical qualities ... ,. F'E·!f"·i··,.:,:,p·'''· 
the most impor-tant point about:: character-ization :i. ~:::. tl .. ·,.;: •. t. 
the ar-tist. must pr-esent lifelike char-acters .. 
to be convincing, 
gr·oundedl i1rn t~eal i ty. 
, ... ,i ·,;; imaginary persons must be 
The boldly printed statements suggest that better and more 
effective characterization exists when fictional charac t ers are 
and phvsical attributes 
which parallel human attributes. In narrative literature these 
attributes are almost invariably reserved for round characters 
····:l"i''O··· 
which are complex and dynamic. ~lnce flat characters are s~a~1c 
they rarely possess human attributes. 
therefore, logical to conclude that round characterization is the 
the boldly printed statements suggest as better, more 
credible and grounded 
flat characterization is less effective, neither 
credible nor real because it involves fictional characters which 
are two-dimensional, flat and simple, 
('it. t.hi ·::.;:. :i. t. 
characterization and round characterization are two distinct 
forms which serve two different clot forms - plot of character 
n lot .. Round characterization traces the full 
development of characters, while flat characterization does not 
trace such development, but sets characters in new situations for 
the purpose o~ portraying a certain particularised view of life. 
Round characterization delineates characters who undergo change 
c:cn·f 1 :i. ct.; ·f 1 a. 'I:: characterization renders 
characte~s who remain constant and changeless in the process of 
changing scenes and situations. Rcund characterization portrays 
experience, while flat characterization 
·:::-. p :i. c:: t.".i...l.l'·· i'::·:• ··~ {' I,J'T' 
.; <·· 
,/, ·~· character who must be ''' ''" M• 'i r · ~:.~' ·:::t J. .,_ 
while with flat characterization it. 
particularised view of life or situation that must be real and 
characterization with +:i.at characterization is summed up well by 
takes its figures which never 
change ·ve~t·· · y· much~ ·i::.i·H"·C)i .. .i.'Jh changing scenes., thr~ough the 
var·ious. modes of exist.ence :ii.n society. 
camp l ete human r-ange of 
The 0 e the charac~ers are changeless, and 
~ne scene changing. 
interaction on one 
another'·~ :i. ·,:;:. image modes of 
This studv, th2refore, rejects the suggesticn a~~ the view that 
mor e effective cnaracterizaticn 1s 
ach i eved onlv hv lifelike 
It. maint~ins that both ·forms o~ 
As oointed out immediately above, round characterization achieves 
ii+a~ike characters; ~!a~ charac~erization achieves these as~acts 
lifelike scenes an d 
. . . . 
·:::~ :•. ·;::. ;_). ;:·:·'· T. :~. c~ n ·;;;;. ,::::' ?'· 
followinq critics: ~reuna ~1947;204) wno writes = 
1n my view one o~ CJ1 . .J.i"· 
characters are quite as true to life. hence 
as val i d and important~ as 
nc means an inferior cart. 
Scholes and Kellogg (1966:16~ 
10 suggest that one o roar o~ charac~arizati on 1s better 
inning of w1soom. 
the circumstances of the plot~ and the success of the 
net by its being flat 
fulfil ls the ourcoses of . . ,. . .. . . tne oiot ana tneme . 
complex~is determined 
the author's stress upon !..~ .;, ~ .. ; .:.,, ·~ 
,_.. .... ~::.. ::::-
examined in Chapter 4~ oaraqraoh 4.2.1. This studv has shown the 
skilful way in wh ich the Xhosa novelist h an dles the p r otagonists 
.T. •.••• ..... . 
:".f Il::::y 
~rarac ter were discussed in the same chapter . paragraph 
to the end. in spite o f 
changing scenes or situations. was hiqhliohted 
rnainlv the purposes of 
o~ the plats a; character. 
. . . . . 
c n aracter1zat~on as determined oy ~h e 
;:::· 1 
•.,.,l, l 
The protagonist s the ~rincioal cnarac~er 
the charac t~r who influences and 
~ ..... 
.:. :.,, . .. -~:~ t.: h::::·:· 
orataqanlst who serves as the focal interes t and 
plots of tortune. 
1~ the one who uncergoes th e maJ or 
•l .. :::" / 
J 1 • • .,r 
change, the one whose career serves as the chief focus 
of interest, the one around whom all else in tne plot 
Harvey (1967:235) writes in a similar vein as follows : 
The most important are clearly the protagonists - those 
characters whose motivation and history are most f~lly 
who conflict and change as the story 
progresses, who engage our responses more fully and 
·:;:; 'i::. i'.·?~ i:':l. d :i. 1 y 
In the previous chapter the protagonists who undergo the major 
change in the process of conflict have ceen 
aesthetic relevance of the change to the demands of the plot has 
been highlighted. The features that characterize the various 
protagonists, that 1s, the protagonist of the action plot, the 
protagonist of the pathetic plot, the protagonist of 
p]. c:~1::. and the protagonist of the sentimental plot, have been 
An attempt to show how the Xhosa novelist 
these features has been made (supra:4.2.1.2 -4.2. 1.4l. It :i. '"' 
therefore unnecessary to elaborate further on the protagonist. 
This is the character 
opp osi tion to the protagonist. 
the efforts and purposes of the protagonist. 
chapter the characters who constitute the antagonist camp or the 
fulfil the antagonistic role have ceeG identified. 
the antagonistic torces determine villainy or 
opposition hes been explained. It has been made clear th at t~e 
lac k which the protagonists seek to overcome emanates from the 
a ntagonists' villainy It should be 0oted that in 
the di scuss ion of the 
i. ·i .. : : 
initiating the la~k to be overcome bv ~ne protagonist or hero. 
The concept of hero has been employed in the sense in which Propp 
Another character .J.J t 
+· ...... 
',.,•,,; 
tritagonist. This is the character who plays the neutral role in 
This tritagonist often purports to 
reconcile the opposing camps. 
however. unwittingly and unintentionally fuels the opposition or 
C::>:::!n.f l i ct. The tritagonist often ends up supporting one opposing 
The tritagonists 
Ingaumbo Yeminyanya <H1d \"-)q.::;..r·,j_ ·· "''· Abantwana Bethu 
It has been shown how these characters have emerged. 
The neutral roles they fulfil have been examined (supra: 
It is therefore unnecessary to elaborate on 
The principal characters in a literary work of art do not exist 
•;\' i t:. h :i. r·, 
therefore, essential that background o~ 
chorus characters should also feature. Chorus characters 
intensity and depth 
which the protagonist should achirnve deoend, 
constituted by the chorus 
Background characters need not be fully delineated 
or indi vidualised. lhe\· may be anon ymous chorus voices rather 
than individualised characters . 
The novels of fortune examined 1n the previous chapter feature 
In Jongilanga's Ukuqhawuka 
i -:;:. 
only during the exposition phase. 
Zoleka's sisters -in-law are not fully developed. 
role they serve towards the realisation of the major characters 
shoul d not be underestimated. This work has already shown how 
Zoleka's association in-laws has led to the series of 
violations which have ultimately resulted 
better to worse. Later on this chapter will show how the 
Zoleka contributes towards the 
the protagonist's mind and the insight of the 
..:supra~ 
setting that harbours the 
protaqonistic and antagonistic forces in Jordan's Ingqumbo 
Yeminyanva Reference to contrasting 
backgrounds that determine the traditional and the modern oGt l o~~ 
of the characters has been made. It should now be noted that the 
background characters are the means by which this social setting 
:i. 'i::. portrays are presented. 
imm0diate scene that dominates the social setting would not have 
:i. + the chorus characters had 
include Mzamo who features prominently 
immediate scene and 
jelineation of corporate life and individual relationships! and 
who also dominates the scene. These are the two 
which Ngxabane autlinss the traditional values and practices of 
the Mpondomises. and the heroic and magic deeds performed bv 
Maqhubela a~e not identified except Dabula and Mphuthumi. 
, .... ...... o.i .. 
I;:., .. '' ... I-!::. ]. ~:;:. t:.h(·:·:~ 
""'J. "'?l..':l ..... 
pointed out earlier~ to remain anonymous. It is also no mistake 
that Mzareo and Maqhubela appear in the exposition 
They have served their role as chorus to the emergence of the 
protagonist and antagonist camps. 
In Jolobe's UZagula there are characters who serve as chorus to 
the crotagonisti~ and antagonistic force~. Jolobe opens the book 
t:.hu~;:.~ 
Izinto zazisenzeka zibuye In the location various 
zidlule zilitvalwe elalini things were taking place and 
with the passage of time 
Strangers and visitors 
ndawonye nabeze ngemicimbi including the preachers of 
yezeLizwi- abanje ngaba- of whom were Evangelists, were 
Malunga neli xesha lokucalwa About this time of the 
kweli oali kwakusandu l' commencement of this narrative 
ukubonwa indodana yeBhulu a male Afrikaner. who had been 
evavihambisa iiNdaba zoXolo preaching the Gospel of Peace 
eyathi njengoko yayihamba and had been going to and fro 
ingena iphuma ukucela abantu in a bid to canvass people 
bokuyixuma kwiinkonzo to join his envisaged 
eyayiza kuzonqamela yaphuma evangelistic campaigns, came 
endlwini yexheqokazi 
elithile incoma intombi woman. commending the daughter 
love ot children. 
<UZagula ,... } 
Note that the author makes ~o reTere~ce to the names of ,l,.i .. , .... ) ... ! ;t::.' 
:l "?"?""' 
vis itors, strangers. evangelists and the White missionaries. 
Neither does the author portray the physical presence of these 
imaginary persons. This is so mainly because thev are chorus 
characters who act as background to the emergence ot major 
characters. Zagula and Nonkungu. They help portray the modern 
Christian background essential to the understanding of the 
Christian outlook of the protagonist camp. The immediate scene 
on pages 13-15 unfolds the antagonistic forces that 
frustrate the protagonist camp: namely, the illness and death of 
Ndwenga's children attributed to Zagula's witchcraft. 
dialogue is initiated by an elderly woman who remains 
anonymous throughout the entjre scene or narrative. 
Umvuzo Wesono who feature in 
chapters appear very briefly in the subsequent 
These characters include Mzimasi, the protagonist's 
before the protagonist's birth; 
Novengaye, a female vagabond. who vanishes soon 
spread the news about Mzimasi 's death; Ginyela. MaQhinebe's 
mother and Nontikunina, who provide for the protagonist's basic 
needs during his initial phase of imbalance noted in the previous 
(supra~ li .. ~) .. 1 ) >t Note that Mzimasi, 
only 1n the exposition. 
All these imaginary persons are chorus characters that determine 
context surrounding the protagonistic and antagonistic 
The role they serve is very essen tia l t8 the change in 
the protagonist's fortune which ranges from a less satisfactory 
state to a more satisfactory state as noted in th~ previous 
The spiritual atmosphere that pervaaes Ngani s Abantwana Bethu is 
punctuated oy chorus 
P>:.,·:· i''· ,,:,;,.c:, d··.J 
• R<< ~·· "" , .. ·:?:i.f'lCl 
..... l ?'E~~ ... 
Waphel'um2i wamaTshawe fight thieves ! i The neuse of 
ngamagqwirha ilanga the Tshawes is trampled 
underfoot by the wizards 
(Abantwana Bethu: ,q.! 
The foregoing interjective statements alert the community members 
delegation which 
They exist only as voices because they 
serve merely as chorus to the emerging main characters. 
respondents who attack the delegation are also anonymous chorus 
The same is also true of the members of the 
is known about their names and physical 
Thev exist as voices and remain anonymous throughout 
Anonymous though these characters seem to be, 
they achieve the n -"'· !lF::·! 1 y ~ 
realisation of a sense of society in action. 
this subsection, it should be stressed that the 
protagonist ~s the principal character who undergoes change or 
in the process of conflict. The second character 
1s the antagonist. The third char~cter that 
undergoes a minor change is the one who inte~venes between the 
·or·,, .. ~·· 
1! lt::! 
background characters need not experience anv chanqe. ·~·· i'"; j.','~ \/ . .......... -
that 1s to say, flat and simpl~, is not considered a fault. 
Char--acte.•r~s :i. n the plots oi: character· 
it has been established that 
archetypal characters are indispensable to the plots 
..... J_--;''9····· 
•'"',,;'.. ', .. .'; The unchanqeabilitv has be2n identified as the 
It·. 
protagonists and antagonists who must undergo 
major changes c2n feature in the clots of 
characters from the beginning to the end of the 
Instead. other kinds of major characters should 
come to the fore. 
The hero as he features in these clots can be 
as the admirable character who embodies societal or 
This hero has to live .;. I I a state of perpetual 
completeness ~u as to set before the reader a 
clear-cut cicture of the societal ideals ne embodies. 
of the here with 
in 4,2.2 above the .:.,;,,. -·· t, : ; 1;.~·.r 
characterize tne plots of character have been identified. 
of the imaginary persons who have been singled out as good ano 
char ming characters are the heroes or 
Nomsa in UNomsa; Thamsanqa in Umfundisi WaseMthuqwasi~ Nomazwi. 
... . .. 
d -:·:·:!.lTi -~:·;_ n ~~:.: :l. J. E·:• i !"'t Isakhono Somfazi Namanye Amabalana ' 
i. f"i UPhumzo~ 1 ;··, UMand i sa and MaKhwetshube, 
MamNzotho and Manzodidi in Izinto Zodidi~ Sipho in Malgas's Umntu 
Lilahle Elinothuthu 
Ungumkhoh 1 i si . 
Xa~etshata's Ntliziyo 
character do not have heross or 
they have villains -~ principal 
relates to the plots of character signifies a 
who embodies evil \>' 1 c: ::·::~ • 
articulates this sense when he defines a villain thus: 
in a play, novel. short story or other 
. . (,.. .... 
V··}! !'...:> or unwholesome agency ,:. ,. 
as tyoifyi~g vice. 
i~clude Ndopho in Umzali Wolahleko, 1 i"; Intombi 
Yolahleka , Sindile in Inzala KaMlungisi and Mhlanqenqaba in Mhla 
NgenQaba ( supr·-a: 4. 2. :;:;: ; .. 
Another character who dominates plots of character 1s the foil. 
the character whose personality or actions contrast to 
or complement those of 
who exists principally to bring out some 
trait or aspect of a major character through contrast 
is called a foil. 
A secondary character whose personality or actions 
serve as a commentary (frequently through contrast) on 
a principal character. 
In the previous chapter the characters whose personality o~ 
..[ ..... ~ 
t,. , : .... • 
villains have been pointed out. They include Velesazi ano 
UNamsa, Umfundisi 
in Umzal i Wolahleko • Nojenti 
and Nomadinga in Intombi Yolahleko. Siohiwo £ Inzala KaMlungisi 
and Devi and Vusani in Izinto Zodicti, 
Umntu Lilahle elinathuthu and Nosisa 1n Ntliziyo Ungumkhohlisi. 
characters are the crincipal 
characters who dominat2 pJots of char·acter. 
..... J. i3 J. ..... 
mainly in bipolar plots whose farm reouires dialectical 
confrontation. which proceeds in terms of 
the 000Ks cited above a~e tho~e that entail bipolar 
Foil characters are rarely found 1n picaresque and archetypal 
What matters mast in picaresque plats is a hera ~no 
climbs the social ladder or a villain who performs mischief or 
plays the rogue. Bipolarity also features 1n archetypal plots, 
but the dialectic entails t~e juxtaposition wT ideas, situations 
~s a result, character 
delineation is rarely found .i .. ; ... ·~· ! ... ; jl;::.: 
archetypal plots entail portrayal of situations. 
Background characters also feature in plots of character so that 
the principal character can emerge from a certain human context. 
It is absolutely indispensable that 
figure because society is tne central concern of the plots of 
For instance, Nomsa in UNomsa emerqes from a certa in 
conti nues to exist within th is society and advocates its 
The background characters who determine this society 
include her parents and Themba's parents. 
characters in Umfundisi WaseMthuowasi include Thamsanoa's parents 
and Canon Benson. 
In roundinq off this subsection. it must be pointed out that ~ns 
which the characters who pertain to the plots of fortune 
.. ' .. : ' 
p1o~s o~ cnarac~er differentiated and categorized 
This work is coqnisant of the +ac~ that s~me 
characters who feature in the plots of fortune can also feature 
char acter and vice versa. 
characters can be found in sone plots ot 
that this study emphasises is that these characters dominate and 
thus characterize plots of character. ~1at characters dominate 
btJ. ·l:: 
fortune as noted in the case o~ flat treatment of background 
char a cters suprat 5.1) 
Modes of characterization 
The various moces of characterization are generally classified 
into two major categories, the expository and objective methods. 
The tempo of the narrative often depends on these methods. The 
expositor y method ar rests the forward flow of the narrative 
the narrati ve cannot proceed while the characters or 
their actions are being described or evaluated. 
the expository method often engenders should not be 
regarded as a mistake . I+ artisticallv used 
and offerinq authentic commentary essential to the reader's 
understanding of Since the objective method 
excludes the author's the recordinq hand ~nd 
seeing eve between the narrative and tn e reader, it e xped ites tne 
forward narrative flow. It has already transpired :, t•• I ~·.1, ¥f', •, ·, ! ~ ? •ll :..::· ~. • :: 
characterization ~hich is bet t~r than another 
( supra~ ':'.'! • 0 ) • It is also stressed that th~re is no one method of 
characterization Nhich 
the aesthetic relevance '"' , .. l,,.!''t t:. h ~·:'3. t. i ·:~:. lj 
used satisfies the demands of the plot or theme. 
In the sense of artistic ~orth, one method is nc better than 
is ho~ effectively the author 
characteriz ation needed -~ .. --
theme, move the plot and engage the reader. 
Expository Method 
..... 1 :::;::::; .... 
characterization which comprises a descri ption of 
the character's physical presence and mental reactions, and 
(1979:30) e0itomizes expository 
method a~ fallows 
the physical appearance, the 
mental react ions and t h e deeds of characters bv the narrator 
the technique often starts with the name-giving 
5.3.1.1 Name-giving 
It emanates +rcrn 
things, historical events, parents' tastes and wishes, a oerson's 
en E~. k (·'2 ..... :...t p 
t:f'· -~:"t:i. t:. ·::;:." Ser udu <1979: 14-15) has this to say 
communities name-giving ·::::. p i£· ·::~ :L ·:?. :. 
large ceremonies 
organjsed on the day of naming It. 
certain names given to some individuals, 
n 3 .. ::;t. ·::::. 
the o1caresque plots. 
to the fact that characters in these pl ots ex1st to 
convey soc1eta1 ideas and ideals or 
perspectJves or as 
~·:·:.. ·::::. d :i. ·:;::. t :i. n c 'i::. 
:L n cl :i. -...,... :L c~ t.i. -~). 1 ·::::. Jt 
In 
consider th e function the characters have to fulfil. 
'1 • ., •• ••••• 
.~. !,.,} \•' <;;:.' If tenderness and benevolence' 
Consecuently. the reader expects Nomsa to ~e an incarnation of 
these behavioural traits throughout the novel. 
the entire narrative measures up to the 
expectations of her name. When most people reJect 
1 :L Cl: . ..t.ciy·· it is only Nomsa who 
Abanve abantu bamhleba Some people gossiped about her 
ngento yokuba athi mbende practice of associating with 
nenxila,kuba eli nxila a drunkard, bec ause this 
linge lingamqhelanqa drunkard would have -·· ~ - · ,! •. ! [!_, .. '-· 
okokuba ubengaliohelisi. associated with her if she 
had not shown ~ positive attitude 
Ucesithi akuva ezi ntetho, When she heard such 
xa libalekwa ngumntu wonke.to how this drunkard, wno 1s 
liya kuze lithini na rejected by everybody, could do 
aw~v with the abuse o~ liquor. 
ungalibalekiyo - ibhotile. 
( UNamsa ~ i ~.'5) 
transformation of character t~ Nessa's benevolent 
acknowledges his indebtedness to Nomsa as follows 
Ndiligaibile l onke iBhayi Throughout Port Elizabeth 
yonke iAfrika eseZantsi. and South Africa, there 
akukh o ntomb i ndiyithanda is no woman I love better than 
njengale yandibuyisa this one who has rescued me 
e kwsmbatheni ingxowa. from m~sery an d death! 
njeGqale yandisindisa 
( UNomsa : s:? ) 
~i. ~::: ···, ""' 
a.nd 
families address 
t~e Ntcbeko family marrying 
~na~. should Themba return 
t ultimately be rewarded. 
given to +oil characters in Sinxo s UNomsa are charqed 
-:::~ ;::; 
sati r ical commen~arv Yhe name Velesazi signifies 
'one who is bor n knowing', g ive~ to someone 
. ........... . .,, 
··:/' .. ''··-'·' f i .. -.. J 
sevicikoza n gayich i na 
. . .. .. 
1001212, 2VOVIS5. her oratorical ability . 
titshaiakazi vakha vafika 
eRichmond yamphosa. 
the foregoing extract and the following 
excerpt reveals the against Velesazi. 
fearfulness even before 
. . 
r··~ t.·::· -~:\ p ~::• ~-··· c~ -:7:\ c: ~--·, E·:· -~::-
Nongendi, ngummanqaliso; Nonqendi, _ am astonished= 
kumhlana ndoyika ukuthetha it is the first time in mv 
life that I have been scared of 
talking to a woman ! 
(Ibid. 
thrust is further heightened by Nomsa's constant 
rejection of Velesazi's advances, -::::. 
who knows Mow to 
Notice the following: 
Musa ukundiphambanisa. Do not make me mad Nonqendi; 
Nonqendi; ayiphili indoda there is no living man who can 
eyomzuza uNomsa, ndisadla get Nornsa. while i am still 
<Ibid.) 
The dramatic irony lends a sharper 
a miserable and ignominious death because 
+-~:~ct. Velesazi's speech 
cersuasiv~ and aggressive approach, which includes force. threats 
and witchcraft, f ail s ~c bec omes clear to 
bearer and those typified by his personality. 
t ·::::. 
of marriageable age'. 
befits Sinxo's Nongendi who does not qet married 1n spite 
win Themba's love. The efforts include Nongendi's 
initiative to infl~ence Velesazi to propose love to Nomsa so that 
be left alone to secure Themba's love. They also include 
Nongendi s initiative to propose love to Themba and 
despair she commits su1c1oe and 
dies without having secured a husband. 
The name Thamsanoa means 'blessing', 'luck' or 'fortune'. This is 
given to the hero in Sinxo's Umfundisi WaseMthuqwasi. 
The hero is given ·;:::.i . ..i.\:::i·"t 
the theme of blessing. 
Christian parents who give him this name 
regard him as a blessing to them and also ~ish that 
he will later on become a 
Thamsanqa serves the community 
firstly as ~ teacher, secondly as a successful 
lastly as a priest for the betterment 
befall the hero but 
shroud the blessings t, ... ... . i l ....... ~ 
t. h .::··.t:. his admirable oersonality. 
instance. Thamsanqa's wife, Thenjiwe. 
both tc:. .:£t. n d t. c:. '!::. ~ ... ! :::.·: 
It lS this w1~e who succours Thamsanqa during moments 
Waza waba wasikelelwa yiNkosi And the Lord blessed him 
nqomfazi nomncedisi olunge ~ith a geed and helpful 
<Umfundisi WaseMthuqwasi 
ch~racter whose role contrasts ~ith th~t of the hero 1s 
given the name. Bonani, which signifies 'see' or 'behold'. As the 
reader examines the narrative it becomes amply clear that through 
this name tne author 
'see' the consequences of malevoLence and meanness. 
Mthuowasi emanate from Bonani, who withholds tithes 
and offerings and influences other parishioners to follow suit. 
and who levels false accusations against Thamsanqa. which lead to 
Thamsanqa's imprisonment, ill-health and 
Bonani's first wife, his rejection by Yolisa. his would-be second 
wife, the death of his head of ~attle and his 
hi·:::'. of malevcience and 
meanness which the author urges the Africans to 'see'. 
The name given to the villain :::~ :!. n :-:: c; ·' ':':. Umz a 1 i Wo1 ah 1 eko i ·:; 
This name does not nave anv particular meaning. 
name has. however, come to be associated with someone who is 
Seemingly, it :s 1n this sense that tne name 
has been employed in the narrative. 
His mother. Nojaji. will not allow 
his +a ther, Menzile, his grandmother, Gakhulu, his peers and his 
hi ;n 
Ndopho forfeits education; he cannot be responsible and 
life of a gangster and dies miserably. Through the bearer of the 
·t::.h(·:·:·: i:~.1...1. t. h n :·-· v· . \.E:tr·n·::::. 
consequences of slack discioline. 
The foil character whose person~il~Y Js 
character derives his name +rom 
indima, which means :a cultivated piece o+ land' or' a role'. 
played cy this character in the narrative tallies with 
the ideas embodied i~ the 0ame. The ill-treatment and hardshios 
he suffers from his stepmother, serve as a form of 
encounters later on. 
prosperous busi~essman in spite of the hardships. 
becomes the custodian of the verv Nojaji who has been the cause 
of his hardships and suffer ing . The success Ndimeni achieves and 
the role he plays the welfare of the community 
measures up to the expectations of his name. 
In Tamsanqa's Inzala KaMlungisi 1s the name of the 
The name Sindile means 'escaped narrowly'. 
relates to the circumstances surrounding 
escapes narrowly. The name also relates to the escape 
pervades the entire narrative. 
incarnation o~ this theme. Early in his life Sindile escapes tne 
his misct1ief to childishness and blame his moral 
red-ochred villagers . The narrative is further punctuated with 
various sorts of crime c ommitted tv Sindile, the consequences o~ 
which Sindile escapes. The crimes include the murder of Ndikho 
at Zazulwana merely beceGse ne outshines Sindile in some youthful 
activities. as well 2s the murder o~ innocent persons in Natal 
for the p~rpose o ·F - .. ' emoezZLlnq money. 
instances the villain escapes ar rest . 
divine judgement 
beceuse shortly be0ore his death he reforms. attends church 2nd 
Gonfesses his past sins. 
villain has narrowl 1 escaoec the a1v1ne wrath. 
character whose oersonality contrasts with 
The name Siphiwo means 'gift.' 
peers and teachers call him Gift. Thamsanaa writes = 
wayethandwa liqela lakhe the authorities and his 
naziziohatha-mandla kukhalwa oeers were fond of him 
f"!iJCi3i -ft· .• and addressed him as Gift. 
( Inzala KaMlungisi: ("",:") 
The role Sichiwo fulfils 
He distinguishes h imself as a man 
with various gifts such 
he starts servinq the Oorha community he distinguishes himsel~ as 
educationist and constructive citizen. 
villagers cease drin k ing liquor as a result of 
the narrative Siohiwo Functions ~b an 
Le nkwen k we ke ibinesiphiwo This boy had a speciai 
enaso. iqama layo ililandele qift which attested tc 
the appropriateness of 
dbid. ~60> 
The special qift to which Tamsanqa ~efers 
What Tamsanqa says about this gi~t also holds true of 
other gifts mentioned above. 
'ne names given to the heroes in Dana's Kufundwa Ngamava are 
The name Nzingo means 've~ations. u~s an d 
The part Nzingo plays in the narrative confirms the 
He obtains a teachers' qualification. 
his home village. M2uza~to. 
Oumbu. He f inds it at another Qumbu vill age. Sulenkama. 
faces the hostilities of the Sulenkama villagers, who reject his 
serv i ces on the grounds ot 
from attending the school, 
accuse him of drunkness, blasphemy 
educational authorities to terminate his services. 
Conseouen~ly, he has to part from his family and go ~o seek work 
Such are the vexations that beset Nzingo as his 
The name Zweni is a locative that 
The name relates to the experience 
theme whicn pervades not 
entire narrative. gathers experiences 0rom the 
1 E:i.C::k his home village, 
Sulenkama, initiates He has to board an overseas 
ship in order to assist thi'E 
The expe~iences Zweni acquires en route serve as tne 
focus of his narrative. These e~periences include learning about 
t.hE~i r· 
vegetation; learning about Egyptians. their language and cultural 
Ita lians and Americans, their lanquaga, 
cultural values and 
experiences which Zweni gathers f~om the outside world and w~ich 
later on qualify him for a leading DOsition i~ his own country. 
They testify to the suitability of his name. 
name of the foil characte~ whose personal1tY 
The role fulfilled by Chithumzi in the 
narra~1ve befits 
young woman. Nomthandazo, 
outshines his wife in terms of ohysicai appea~ance and 
! ..... 
;"'!':::.' influences his pat9rnal unc19s to reject 
He goes furtner and influences Maphekula to elope 
with Nomthandazo. Chithumzi's actions are calculated~- destrov 
the making of Zweni s house. i :::; .;':!\ suot1e oointer to 
the name of the villain in Futshane ' s Mhla 
Ngenqaba. The name Mhlangenqaba signifies 
drought, futile attempts to curb drought which are: 
intsikizi 
subsistence on umphunzisa tree and robbery. 1ne name also point3 
-f •_.r.l + i 1 ~::. :i. n 
as to why the name-
giving technique dominates the plots o~ character as noted above . 
1s probably that the name of a person rarel y changes 
:i. ·f' :i. t:. 
fixed and unc h anging ideas tallies 
character: namely, unchangeability and completeness of charac ters 
~rom the beginning. 
Notwithstanding. the name-giving device 
,. ·-
l"'f \::J \/ i:":":~ .t -;:::. C_i ·t· 
~ortune though on a 1 j. m i +:. t:·::·d 
:t n Jongilanga ' s Ukuqhawuka Kwembeleko 
which means 'self-made' ~r 
~··· ... ( 
~--· l 
character is responsible fo~ the misery undergone by the heroine. 
•; Ingaumbo Yeminyanya i s 
~--·· ..... "" -· .... i j ?~',',',' r::'. j : ·:.:::· . · t:.h£·:·! i. ·;:::. c:ii ++ j, ;:::1 . ..'.1. t . 
cha~acter faces tne ucs and downs of 
t. f"· ·'::<. CJ :i. c:: d ~:-~ .;·:<. t. h • t:. h t-:·) .::•. n t .. ;·:•. q c•n :i. ·:;:. t is Dingindawo which 
means 'stranded for a place or position'. 
wno is avid for the chieftainship and endeavours to wrest it from 
suitable place of abode and thus 
leads the life of a vagabond. 
5.3.1.2 Block characterization 
i -!::.·;:;; !TiCI"·i:'!.l 
psychological make-up. This device often qoes nand 
character Mas been ident~fied. 
the description of its 
(1949:219) ecitomize block characterization as a device whereby 
major persons by a oaragraph 
li"1 
another analysing the moral and psychological nature. 
blclc:k 
It is very rare to find the formula stipulated above 
analysing the moral 
If block characterization features in 
t.hE': i +:. entails desc ription 
moral and/ cr csychcloqica! make-up. 
are often cresented in minute detail~ 1n one sentence or 
linea or one paragraph. 
UNomsa, page ~, the author reters onl y tc Nomsa'a 
physical p r e sence i n one line which is p a rt o~ ~ sen tence . 
Non g end i's phys ic al 
psychological nature In Umfundisi WaseMthuqwasi ~ 
ren ders Bl. an ket he' s physical 
In Isakhono Somfazi Namanye Amabalana , cage 5, Sinxo 
::' .. '. :::! 
psychological nature in one paragraph. In Ingqumbo Yeminyanya , 
Zweli nz ima' s phys ical 
psycho l ogical nat ur e in one p ar agr ap h. 
ao n ot empl oy bl OCK characteriz at ion ~ o 
t.h i':'~ i r·· 
Umfundisi WaseMthuqwasi ., Umzal i Wolahleko ... 
Gwashu's Intombi Yolahleko , Dana's Kufundwa Ngamava ana Mzamane's 
Izinto Zodidi . i:",l. 1 ·:::; c h o l d ·:c o f the nove ls o f 
i. n c:;, u.d t.·:·: Ukuqhawuka Kwembeleko , 
Jolobe's UZagula ~ Futsh ane' s UJujuju , and Diova's Umvuzo Wesono. 
Th is s t ate o f af fa irs sh ould n ot 
genera l ly f air ly 
'j ' .j .. 
. l ':: .. 
easily to longer literary wor ks because of i ts tendency to a r rest 
+ c!'·· 
analysis, therebv slowing the narrative pace. 
out th a t when block characterizat i on 
pres entation of Nomsa's physical oresence 
... i nz wa kaz i enku lu. - kuba a mcst beaut i-fu l 
. . because she was ~ 
n g e z o nwele zi mnyama zi nd e, replic a of her mo t her in 
ngaloo m2~l8 anombizane t e rms of that long b l ack 
hair . those attrac tive 
menyo amhlop h e Kan i na 
- . 
c: i---, ·'"'· :·--· rr, 1 n ;::! aooearance described 
tallies with the admirable role she fulfi!s in the ~arrative. rt 
nature signified bv her name. 
osvchological nature = 
U~o~qendi ... wavemhle Nonqendi ... was extremelv 
kakhulu~ edunyelwe beaut if ul , sh e was pooularly 
kukuba vevona ntombi 
light in complexion~ tall 
and shacelv, wztn ~ 
olwalungathi luza kuba develop into a beard. ~ 
ziindevu, intomb i wo man with penetrat ing eves 
enehlo atsolo~ a thi noko which threaten those ClOse 
beautiful damsel 
tended to be reoellent, 
esoylkeKa ngakumbi xa 
e~Me ~u, kubonakala 
okokuba nqumntu ocingavo. 
Pr-ima ·facie. 
wonders Mow a beautiful damsel 
her attractive ou~s 1ae aopearance ~~ 
incompatibl2 with her repulsive csychological nature. 
empLoys the dialectic between attractive 
. . . . 
E:~ ~:·. (·:·:~ ="!.·:·~ !:::: 1 ·::: ~:::, ~T1 1 ;;~: ::-::-:: C 
·i .. ,, 
..!. 1.: • .. ,: Authorial Commentary 
Most critics condemn authorial commentary without considering the 
ae5thetic effect it achieves. Booth (196 1:169) notes 
discuss commentary 
usually to condemn it - as 
\>Jh :i. ;:::h simply according to our general 
views of the novel prove worthwhile to 
a priori judgements and to look into some 
good novels to discover tne effects commentary has~ in 
. . . . oeen usee to acn1eve. 
accepts Booth:s suggestion t:c; 
c~mmentarv achieves in the !h~sa novel. Authori2l commentary may 
authorial judqem2nt 
expectations ana 
d E·: ·· l j, C: €·':: 
.. -.~ ~ .... ;,., 
•/"{' i .i. ~ ... : : the reader:s aporeciation 
characters should depend. 
Authorial commentary tn the form of authorial judgsmert features 
in t.h(·:·:·f ln UNomsa. page 2, Sinx a judges Nomsa's 
hardships siqni{ies the role ·" '. . 0~ ~ne commen~ary as an 
flash intended to control the reader's expectations thrcugh 
unKnown beth tc t~s heroine and to the reader. 
Consequently, ~ne author and the reader do not cherish the false 
relevance ~+ this commentary 
hardships emerge during the course of the 
by this commentary gains ooi~nant 
judgement or evaluation 
tha.t :l 0. 
commentary functions as both moral and psychological evaluation. 
psychological make-up and the world view the heroine nas gained 
during her exposure to the outside world and its hardships. The 
heroine's moral fortitude, which 
has sharpened despite the hardships and temptations. 
~n Tamsanca's Inzala KaMlungisi judgement apoears 
background character, MamTshawe, considers the 
Christian mannerisms of tne villain. Sindile. 
·;::.hf2 ···/::. l :t. <:>.:i. n ·' ·:::. divine minist~v. 
some parents who do not understand that the outer sel+ does not 
always truly reflect ~ne inner self. 
-~·~.n wnich controls the reader's expectations 
and oreoares the reader for t.;· .t·:·: iniquities that 
appa~ently good personality. When Sindile's evil 
inner nature comes to the fore in the cour·se of the nar~ativ2 a~ 
crime such as murder" robbery and 
fraud, the artistic oertinence of the commentary to 
theme achieves a ooignant focus. 
..... J. ·~?E: ..... 
Subsequer1t to each narr ator 's encounter. the commentator provides 
~o the White authorities. 
and th ree Blacks-
the Coloured 's unfounded fears that Blacks 
involve foreigners ir their struggle. 
of the ostriches that t:.c:: 
infiltrating enemv the commentator the view that 
their petty domestic differences. 
:i i iJht 
allegorical incidents and characters. 
seek the reader's ident i1i caticn with the advocated 
situations or communal consc1ousness. 
It must nave become clear from the foregoing exoosition that ~ne 
.:':'~. t.J t h C· !'·· t ·:·9. :;. judgement features 
in comic fiction. 
t:.hH.<.t. :i. T:. 
\'.i:i. t , ["; 
growth. Nevertheless, 
does feature 1n serious fictior or novels of 
fc~tune. though on a very limited scale. Jongilanqa's Ukuqhawuka 
l<wembel eko ~ + C!''· instance. features authorial evaluation on cages 
i. s:; 
esinzima kakhulu. 
Ungawazama cnke amaveza medicines. cu~ they canno~ 
utsho uncame. Amakhava cure it. Today, many homes 
amaninzi namhlanje achithwa- have been destroyed by t~is 
UNon~wakazi lo njengabantu Nonzwakazi, like most people. 
abaninzi akabanqa nakuyi~onda did not realise that Zet 
into yokuba uZet sngcwecwela tended to avoid her mainly 
kude n~e Kuve kungenxa vesi because 0f this disease 
sifo ... Into engazange 
imvelele vevokuba amadcda men hate a nagging woman . . . 
le avithive egazini into 
vokuthiwa nca yintombazana 
commentarv pro:ides 
in favour of a widowed 
!he commentary stresses the fact that many homes 
are destr0yed by the said repulsive traits. ·i·· ;,. .•. -~··. t,., , it;::; 
of Zwelakhe with Zoleka aborts because of the 
jealousy which promrts Zodwa to murder Zwelakhe, one realises ~ne 
above commen~ary and its aesthetic relevance to 
the entire narrative structure. 
,J Dt·· dan ' ·:::; lngqumbo Yeminyanya, 
1n1s appears on cage 136 ~here the author 
intrudeE in order 
b <-:·:~ -:':1 U. t . ..,_/ The commentary goes 
furth0r and assures the Thembeka's beaut; out shines 
and must. therefDre, show up the ugl v 
princess in an unfavourable li~ht. 
d elegation d i stinguishes the 
outstandinG attra~tiveness thereby influencing the 
Thembeka, the reader rea11ses the validity and the reliability of 
the authorial judgement. 
to its aesthetic relevance to the entire narrJtive or 
to ~lot and theme. 
The skilful way i n which the incorporates authorial 
deserves commendation. I i::. is conventional for the 
validity, crecision and 
testi~ies to the 
It. should be stressed that. whenever the 
reader's interpretation ~ .;~ .l. • ... lS conventional ?Or 
the commentator to 
<1961~175 & 176> notes 
t:.hr:::·: .{ ... ""· • ... • .... · ';;::--:::\ .. _... 
j, t h-~·:..·::::. .l..l ...... . 1. .. 1 :t:::: 
unequivocal spokesman. is a very differsnt thing +r om 
t.h\2 ;; ·f ~·::tct. ·• 
Whenever the demands T 
concision or clarity or dramatic irony o+ the most 
are more important than making the story 
seem to be tellin9 itself, or giving an air of the 
author will seek 
tnose devices which can -~ .·':':!.C:'i::. ·:;;:. 
reliable judgemen~s as reliable judgements. 
(~i.J'i::hC)I··. i :':?.J. commentary in the also ta kes the torm of 
evaluative or reinforcing technique. 
standards bv which fictional characters should be jubged. 
(1061:1 7 7) maKes a re+erence to this device when he writes 
-:7;\ finds tna~ some of ~ne 
b eliefs on wh~ch a full appreciation of his wcrk 
,. .. ~~~ :: (J :L ..... 
imol antsd or re inforced . 
subsequent to the deli neation o ·F the coun ~eroointed person 2li ti es 
fri s nds and 1n ~erms reinforcing rhetoric 
. . . 
·:;::. !'"i C) t.~ .:. Ci 
.; .. 
•:,. 
- . . 
C• ~~~·! i 'i ·:·:'~. \/ ::. C~ Lt ::·· 
neg2t i ve results 
ceasi ng the abuse 
life serve as the standards 
: .:· ~~ 
in fact~ ev11. while 
lnzala KaMlungisi 
I ·~·.: f oll ows the portraya l of Sindil e' s 
The r hetoric details the various modes of 
nega~ive res u!t s. a nd strict 
th e course of the narra~1ve. the v i lla i n, 
Sindil e. commits var i ous KlnCs 
in ~ miserable death due to slack disci~line. it 
becomes obvious ~o the reader that tne reinforcing 
only to the understanding of the character, but ~lso 
to ~ l ot and theme. the foil character, 
leads a prosperous li f e due to strict 
. . . .. . 
c: J. ·::::. c: 1 ~:::; ,;, 1. ["; t::~~ 
the form of maltreatment and hardships. 
Almost the entire Chapter 26 1n 
reinforcing commentary. The rhetoric explains various kinds o~ 
love and their modes of operation. 
1 <::)\/(·:: • + :L 1 i .:::;. :i. in 
the villainous character. 
·rne commentary receives its literary e~ceilence f rom 
its role of faci~itating retrospective analysis of 
the characters, especially the villainous character, according to 
l .:::;\/f.::.•. for instance, interprets 
Nolishwa's commission sorts of crime. corruction and 
m1sery in terms of her lack of filial " . -. " 1ove 1n ~ne ~orrn 
ultimate reformation 
transformation are evaluated according divine love that 
Nolishwa's eventual marriage with 
Gobidolo, who had previously jilted ner. is assessGd acco~ding ~n 
the operation of both divine love and erotic l ove. which over look 
!n the conclusion of 
t .hi::..'i::. 'i::.h•::;' authorial commentary discussec abov e are the 
main ones that serve as clues understanding and analysis 
--~ ,·-
t,...i'T It is stressed that t hese 
intrinsic nature. Notwithstanding. one must not qene1·alise and 
justify attac~s en commentary. 
co sur ~ ace !n the Xhosa novel. They assume, however. other f orms 
""·:2(1:::~; ..... 
cncod ····· setting commentary apcealing to the 
commentary, whi~h serves as the author's 
unnecessary to elaborate on as they do not pertain 
much ~~ the oortrayal of characters. 
Objective Method 
characterization objective method 
defined as a device whereby the omniscient p (;) :i. !""~ t 
author's point of view gives way to the controlled coi~t of view. 
the reader's perspective. admits self-delineation of 
t.h~:·:: th~:·:·~ 
personalities of characters from 
. ,::•.nc! -:':J t:. "i::. :1. t. u. cl c.:·:' r~: . • 
li:T!it 
oreferred because of its inclusive nature. The objective method 
impressionism and 
modes o~ objective ocrtraval of characters. !mcressionism as a 
It facilitates the reader's insight i nto the characters' 
signif ies obj~ctive 
characters' speech and behaviour. I n impressionism 
imc ressionistically 
dramatization the character is scenically rendered (cf:We llek ~ 
Warren, 1949:223-224; Larson, 1072: 155). 
5.3.2.1 Impr-essionism 
collective 
consciousness. wh ich injects the reaoer into the nsrrative and 
internal monologue, facilitates the reaoer·s .; ..... ~ .. .; .... ~ .... -i·· .j. : : ~;:- .!. ~ .... : •• ' .. 
i~to a character's mind. Collective consciousness ialls o0tside 
character delineation. Interior monologue can be defined as a 
direct insight of the reader into a character's mind ~ithout the 
author's intervention in t~e form of exolanation or 
(cf: Wellek & Warren, 1049:224r Scholes & Kellogg, 
The interior monologue L'' the Xhosa novel assumes several forms. 
F. :i 1· · ::::. t l \' • i t assumes the form of direct unspoken soliloquy. 
Mh .. h •• h N~osi yam. 
ndibotshelelwa nqaso 
ndiza kusithini na ... 
nqenqatha. ndithi xa 
Mh .. h .. h Mv Lord, what am 1 golnG 
to do with this miracle or puzzle 
which 1s being imposed on ~e ... 
l'hey ... they ... let me taste 
ndilithi hlasi. baxhuzule cull it away and throw jt into 
baliqibisele enzonzobileni,the bottomless pit. so that 
apno ndinokuthi nckuba even if I try to retrieve it, 
ndizama ukulithabatha, my efforts will abort, anc 
imizamo yam iwe ohantsi, become powerless and 
ndiphelelwe nqamandla. 
What is thisi Lord, my God 
Nkosi yam, lilishwa what sort of mishap 1s this ... 
Ndi chi the 1xesna lam To spend such a time. and 
elingaka, kwale kunyaka ourinq mv final year. be tol d 
wam wokuqqi b ela, kuthiwe to forfeit ~11 that? 
mandilahle vonke leo nto? 
It would have been better if 
esikol weni kwakanye he had not sent me to school. 
'Ukuohawuka Kwembeleko 
: ... : :: ... _ _.. .,., ...... :1 di c:! J: 
ndandinqezi kunvusa ~o uplif~ my oeople? If I 
abantu bakuthi na? Ukuba resiqn this crown would 
ndiyasilahla esi sinlElo it not mean ~ have been 
andingebi ~doyisiw9 na? 
Akufanelekile na ukuba that I do something for the 
la macaba ndibe nento 
endiwenzela yona? 
Andiyi kuba ndicingel' Would 1~ not be selfish of 
me if, having listened to 
ndithi akuzikhalazela their grievances, l w~re to say 
ndisuke ndithi 'Kunokuba I would rather a bdicate this 
ndinlkhonze ndixolel' 
ukusinc~m·~si sihlalo?' 
(lngqumbo Yeminyanya :204) 
C:: Ndiza kumvis' ubuhlunqu 1 _ will let him suffer 
Ndiza kumenza into aya kude 
ave kungena engcwabeni suffer something he will never 
forqet until his death, 
ndisitsho nje n0inyanisile, I say this with all 
ndi za kumvis'ubuhlungu 1 earnestness. I will let him 
OJmvuzo Wesono 
characterizaticn derives role they ~1av 1~ providing a 
characters' thought patterns. On account of tnis panoramic scene 
the characters: thought processes emerge fr~m the 
themselves before the reader. Thus the mind's gestures speak ~or 
,; .. : ... ~" 
~. ; ~ >:.::! 
the characters: 
responslble for such a state also loom l arge before the reaoer. 
rhetorical patterns make it 
imposition of a ma~riaqe oartner. Such an i mposition is not 
a modern mind, as evid9nt in the contemptuous mood 
the ~irst position highlights this 
mood of contempt and rejection. This is further evident 
'isimanga'. which signifies something unreal and unknown 
to the modern m1nd. emanates from the 
protagonist's commitment to self-development. as evident in her 
desire to attain advanced education. 
it her of the opportunity to 
realise her desire. 
also discernible :tn 
...... ; .···• 
:: ,.:;. ::::· 
people as intended. The mind is now torn 
between victory and defeat, between self-abandonment and communal 
corporate rights. 
Identification with 
abandonment of the chieftainshio whilst acceding to 
coroorate concerr1 would mean acceding to polygamy as 
the ochred section. anc the retention of the ch ~ eftainship . 
Zwelinzima's m1nd 
scenically before the reader's eye. 
from the thought ~a~~erns 
A retrospective into the cast even~s 
testifies to the existence o+ an 
p l'"· c:' t E:i. (_:_:.! c: n i ·::::. t.: ,, Twatw~. has achieved. 
j, t 
the ev11 mind of the antagonist 
their employment during specialised situations. In all the cases 
1s a moment of =risis or dilemma ano 
in both A and B the reader 
what they are driven to do, between loyalty 
i ncJ i \/ i. dt.t.rJ.l 
education, and tne rejection of communal ~ights with which she is 
driven ~o identify through acceptance of 
thought patterns objectified in B that 
";·-·i u:··:t." the orotagonist's identification with 
j_ r'd i. v·i ciu.o:•.1 to monogamy, and rejection of 
Characteristic also o~ ~he monologues is 
the monologues or subsequent 
obvious from the repetitive use of 
;-..; ...... ; i l\ 
; •.; '«~· ' . has decided upon a course o~ 
t:.hl:·:·:·:· +· ...... 
.i. ::. \/·=:·:~·: ·::;:. ......... :: 
in~::: 1. • ... ~j i nq 
- . 
·::::. ;,..l. t::~ ·::::. t·:,:~~ ::::1 u. ~:-::~ r·~ t . .: .. ~-- .... L! :~t:::! 
-:':':1.c::t j, ;,': ... ~~"1 ,tl'• ,·.,,·,•,·.,··:':"•:',,·,',' ,' ,'• .'t,, '•·,,.·'' .·.,·,•,,' .• ',·•,'.','':' • ' '"' ,., , ,,.~ '"~ ' IJ'' -~ .,,. •w ,i,. !·,- ' "' .,., .,.,,,. . . ,, 'i .. ,, '"'' ' " '' U ' . i ... H .. ' ;,,. .'\" ; l,.,: ~ ... '.. •· • ). ~ ; '·: . ; :. •. ~ I :::.": E /': . ..' ~ 1 ~.) .!. r.;;.,.,.; ~ .. ). t·::: I; 
expedites t~e dcwnfall 
It c~iminates in ~ne trag ic death 0f the 
As 0 ~~ L. the subsequent nar ra tive reveals that ~~~ 
r esolved upon during t he monol ogue is 
of Twat~a ' s son, Mfusi. 
calamities which 
let ter--wr-· i t i nq , 
Jonsilanga ' s Ukuqhawuka Kwembeleko~ 
lngcumbo Veminyanva. pages 131-132; Ngani·s Abantwana 
Bethu, Pages 149-1 50 and S i nxo's Umfundisi WaseMthucwasi. pages 
• ... .' ',_ ... r-:·: : ·.: ···~.- ~ a 
ones discussed above. that ~- ·::;:. 
. . . 
;·:;-~ ~·:::! c :i. ·::::. 1 ~:::~ n ..... lT! -::·:·•. t< :~. n :~;;J C) ! 
Zole~a. ~s conf ronted by a 0•1emma t nat d e mands 
ukuba ufuna ndimen z ele 
t, 
(l_ikuoi~< .::.:lwuka i=:wembel eko :: :L ..... , 
that follows the monologue . 
... watsho ephakama ebonakal~ <; •!" II_:,>,,, 
indleia aza kuvihamba, 
kwave akusek ho kundit ha 
she could avoid or deviate 
( Ibid .. 
·:.·? .... ,: ~3 :!.:··:.::-~-::;:. '~:::. Urnfundisi 
WaseMthuqwasi .; . ... 
TMe dil emma which exists letter comes ~o ~ne fore in 
Ingqumbo Yeminv.anva 
" " . . 
.L c:; ~/ -:·:·:':. .i. t:. '/ .~·tr.l" ·l ;:::; 
tne monologue does .;:~ 
b•.,,.'l,',', .. ::: ... --.:·· ' .. .' : :: ~ 
the monologue that t he pr ot ag oni st does no t subscribe to communal 
- '.!. ·::::. ::. -~::-
-::;;.! j -~ - s Ab.antw.ana Bethu 
..... ~;:~ :t ()···" 
lS a male protagonist. 
.i. ~:::. t:. (Jr··n 
and passion, between individual rights and 
monologue also takes the shaDe o~ actual 
orotagonist does not condone 
Ntombebhongo, in individual choice. 
monologue assumes 10 poet~v. 
2.1. 1. reference to a 
about Blankethe in Sinxo's Umfundisi WaseMthuqwasi nas been made. 
~t 1s now cointed out that this poem functions as 
the subject of whi~h is Blankethe. The first three lines achieve 
outward appea~ance attractive inner self. 
and interlocking devices. 
tne monologue entails a dialectic 
between the ochred way o~ life, which does not suit BlanKetne and 
interlocking device the monologue provides the 
Blankethe will have 
forsaken folkways and 
. . 
jJo;;::•]. •:.:,:~!"'!·:':':l.i"1"J.',', 
t.h€7.• ~·:·:· r .. i ~::. ·~:·:. i. 1 ·::::. 
'i::. i'1·~·i'.t'. Blankethe's renunciation of folkways and 
the Christian ~a1~n, reasserts itself 
Two, paragraph 2.1.1, reference nas also been made to 
the ather Xhosa novels that feature coetic monologues. 
these monologues achieve, inte~ alia. the 
characters' physical presence and moral and 
monologues could 
substitute block characterization and author ial commentary. 
interior monologue. 
of monologue when ne maKes Bonani declaim as follows 
Labonakala namhianje Today it 1s c1ear even 
Ukuba Kugwadl'i n dab'ent' 
~ertains to a great one 1 
Indab'oxolc. indab' The matter of peace, the 
.... " . 
;,;: E~ \./ t·~· J. -:':i. : matrimonial issue 1 ••• There 
zave l 'iinto zakowethu ! they ccme 1 There come my men' 
Khanibone ukufaneleka Look ~ow graceful they are ... 
They tread their foot-paths 
It seems the great one 
1s soon to gain the best-best 
'.Urn-fundi si WaseMthuqwasi 
+ u.nc ·r. :i. t::Jn 
+ ·:':':i.C:t. t.h.:':~.t. monologuist has been made to 
ingenu, 
ThE·: ingenu is innocent, naive and narrow-minded. 
tne implication or ; ... ~ ·· ! ;t:::.' 
sho~ld be blaming. 
"'":,?.!.:?--· 
ingenu the 
Bonani misses the implications. 
cosmological signs of misnap for signs o+ fortune. 
-::::. i q n ~::- c:. + signs of success. He praises nis marriage 
He elevates himself 
while he shoulo be devaluing himse!f. Satya (1977:78) notes 
not see tnat his negotiators were looking 
ashamed of themselves because'their mission had failed. 
t.hE~ Xhosas +or a man to be 
rejected when he ~~~r~: negotiating for 
Satvo writes further 
When the marriage negotiators approach their faces show 
how disappointed they are, but Bonani lS so stupid that 
~Y~~ these men are showing signs of dignity and 
characterize the monologue r••, · ,w,. f. ... ;::~ .-.,•. '.,., ! I 
incremental repetition. rhyming structures. interjective 
self-craise and exaggeration add a poignant Tocus 
the writer's satiric thrust against numan aberrations tyoi~ied bv 
the satiric butt. 
The artistic way in which the satiric monologue has been emuloved 
it achieves the desired literary 
The deficient human outlook pilloried by 
looms large before the reader. 
i. f .. ; 
What ma~rer of rain is this 
Ne have this dav -
..... ~:::: :t :::~ '"'' 
por~ions of land? 
Safa yimbalela Ke thina 
we s1mo1e fools wno thought today 
namhla sihlal'ejojweni. we lived in a rainy land! 
( lngqumbo Yeminvanva: 162) (The Wrath of Ancestors: 176) 
The monologuist is not the satiric butt. 
t. h ra m c·:·:· ;::i i u. m fo r the sat iric caint or insi nuation. 
his administration are (J b ..i 0? c ·:.:. ·:::. 
consciousness expressed in the monologue is illustrated by the 
repeated use of the lyri cal devi ce 
discontented min~ of the 
persona. but also into that of section discriminated 
The dialectic between 
expectations the ochred section has cherished 
about ZNeli nzima's administration are e~pressed in the rain image 
~ rust rati on of these expectations is contras~ed in the 
As it is tne nature nf satire ~u wound the satiric 
bu.t. t:. ,', ::::· 
t. h t.,• i.}. ·=::.1::. II 
that detail Zwelinzima's ouest far counselling fro m the Sulenkarna 
and Thembu chiefs who aovise ni m to amend hi s foll ies 
I '1::. -:::~ n 
Zwelinzima's efforts to amend his follies as reference .... .... •'•· .... ~·· .... 1 • ., i.,.J : ... : I r:::! ~; ~ 
::: supr·a ~ .q .•.. :;, .. .-:+; .. The transitiona l 
testif y to the realisation of the desired sat iric ef fect: name ly, 
The monologuist's 
dramatization of some of 
t. F";f!!: ell"' miscalculation deep ens t h e 
form which the interior monologue assumes is music. 
This work has already discussed the artistic wav in which the 
has emolcved music as a narrative device and mode 
of characterization.The various functions fulfilled by music P~ G 
character oortraval have been highlighted Csupra:2.1.2). 
Suffice it therefore to point out music which features 
in the Xhosa novel serves as interior monologue, which functions, 
inter alia, as a mode of characterization. 
Notice. for instance, Themba's song cited from Sinxo's 
Like most interior monologues the song 
mjnci who is naunted bv 
nostalgic tendencies. As a retrospective device the monologue 
provides the reader or listener with background information vital 
to the understanding of Themba's personality. As an interlocking 
it to time when Themba will have underccne 
transformation and reformation of 
a.·::;,·::::.r...tmf:?·::::. c ·-- +:.he 
Gqunukhwebe warriors who qo overseas to join the allied forces in 
France during the First World War. When, later in the narrative, 
Themba refo~ms and serves the patriotic role as hinted at earlier 
appreciates the desired literary 
interlocking device. 
Satya <1977:31) notes tnis effect when he says : 
This song is therefore the writer ' s literary device for 
giving us a foretaste of what is still in store. 
1n to destroy the elemen t 
·i·:. i"i i ~:::. .!.. :::;. 
also serves as a catal or precicitant o~ ac~1on 
as it orompts Nomsa to undertake steps calculsted 
monologuist from the abuse of liquor. Note. also Nompi's sonq 
.... :2:i.:.5·· 
satiric comrnertary ·'- .... ~.- ..... : -·· '~· ~ i r.::! ::::· .:. ·:; ~: :.1. • ! t•:::: 
song in fact functions as satiric monologue that 
aberrations typified by the repulsive personality of the 
Since this study has al r eady defineo the role 
of tnis song as satiric monologue, it 1s unnecessary to elaborate 
1n winding up this sucsec~1or •• reference must be ~aoe to Scholes 
the acposi~e context from 
Bu t . as any psychologist ~ho Mas invented an unsolvable 
~.'.'.hf:"f.r really interesting mental 
mind i ·::::. 
unsolvable crobiems. The ref i nement and development of 
the t echnique of the 
the artist chooses to 
focus on a mind tormented by a dilemma. 
-:':':\. 
·::::. [) f:? c:::: i .:,~. 1 
From the above discussion it 
!"i(:Jt. 
Reference. for instance. Mas been to cr1ses and di l enmas 
th-:~t 
Ukuqhawuka Kwembeleko. Ingqumbo Yeminyanya, 
Umvuzo Wesono. Abantwana Bethu and Sinxo's Umfundisi 
WaseMthuqwasi . Nevertheless. the interior monologue in 
novel is not dictated b y the tradition o nl v . but also 
by the logic of the narrative. Hence mGst monologues. esp e c ially 
those that take the form o+ ooetry and music. do not emanate from 
scecialised situations. whenever the narrative 
attack against a particu lar character or situation, retrospective 
oerscec~1ve, counterpointing and interlocking purposes. 
..... :,;:- :!. (;;""' 
noted i n S i nxo's Umfundisi WaseMthuowasi , 
Ndawo 's UNolishwa a nd Jordan's Ingqumbo Yeminvanya. 
as retrospective tlasnes . counterpointing and 
UNomsa ·:'i'.n (.:i 
Umfundisi WaseMthuqwasi. 
be emph a s i sed that specialised s i tuations do not make 
c ertain monologues better th a n othe rs . What matter s mos t is not 
o f situat ion , but t he a estheti c value ach iev e d b y a 
carticu~ar mo0oloque . The Xhosa novelist's 
.::\ of c har ac teri zati on must b e c ommended no~ 
because o+ the specialised situation i.n :i. '!::. 
v ari ous func ti ons it fulf ils or th e aesth eti ~ 
5.3.2.2 Dr-amatization 
Dr amatiz a tion is not 1 i rn J. t.t~~c:i to 
commentary and dialogue 
entails the exclanation o~ the characters' ac t ions 
The commen tar y der ives its 
f rom its fo c us o n specific actions. It is owing t~ this drsmatic 
natur e that c omment ary i s al s o r egarded 
Bentl e y (1967 : 53 > notes 
reader a feeling o+ participating 
moment i t h as occurr ed l the only interval between its 
occur·r-ing and the r-eader· hear·i ng about it is that 
occupied by the novelist's voice telling it 
climax , of a sequence of actions is always 
(by novelists who know their craf t) narrated i n scene . 
.. ,.:~? 1 "?··" 
Tns boldly printed statements confirm the view that dramatizatio~ 
sometimes assumes the form of authorial commentary which assigns 
the ang~e o~ v1ew to the author or narrator. 
dramati~ation which seeks to ex~mine is the one 
whicn assigns the angle of view 
several functions. 
has attempted to snow how the Xhosa novelist has employed 
(supra 'Tht.·::· 
dialogue device can aLso be used o:t c:-t. 
seeks to explore how the Xhosa novelist 
employs dialogue as a means of characterization. 
literature that dialogue, when used aestheticallv as 
a mode of characterization. 
charac~ers and the advancement of clot. 1 t. 
characters' social of education, outlook. mood 
p·;:::. 
dialectic entailing the counter-oointed nature of the characters. 
lt also func~ions as an implication of or a cue to the 00ssible 






bupMi ubulumko? Iphi where 1s wisdom? 
:o spend sucn years 
and ~nee T obtain 
ndinunuswe ngesoka, Form II to be driven 
nasoka,isoka endinqalaziya to acceot a bachelor 
and far that matter, 
a bachelor I have not 
invited and who is unKnown 
Yintoni ebangele ukuba What debars my ~atner 
utata angandiveKi from waiting till 
Khawufane ucinqe 1 Umfo Fancy 1 A man whom 
endingazange ndimbone 
Khumbula k~loku Tshanqisa Please remember, Tshanqisa, 
ukuba kutata akukho nto 
inqaphezu kweknazi. fatner there 1s nothing 
that matters more than 
ikhazi(a brice price), 
Imfundc kuye vinto nje He regards education as 
vokulibazisa ixesha means ~· whiling awav time 
okweli thuba unqekabonwa until mar~iage is oroocsed 
soka. Kwaye, njengomntu 
aKazange ahubone, he nas not perceived and 
boku~undisa intombazana. providing a woman with 
Ukuba bekungenja]o. OtnerwiEe he would no~ have 
wandikhucha ndjsekwibanga while • was doing Std 5. 
mandibun came uoonq 1 Ka~1 
', .,',,.' 
The revolution enacts itself 
~ne h eroine can oe qa1n e a. 
the understanding the p rotagonist and the antagonist 1s 
The r e ader gat h er s 
status and educationa l 
mode r n back qroun o 
....... 
:~::- • ... 
oecuniarv attainments '.' ; .. ~ .;_ ····· , .. , ': .. ·! : ; .!, • •••• : ~ 
t.h-:'::·;_t:. .~. -, . 
derives 1ts litera ry excellenc e no t only 
Yeminy anva. Soon after Dingindawo has initiated the discussion on 
. ~ : . ' ·. '~ {'• ~": . 
Lo mci mbi seku kudala 
Kambe Ke ndizikhathaza for doing so being the nature 
only oe necessarv to s ene 
ink8s um0azi kwamanv' men to find a wife for ~ne 
Kanti Ke amaxesha Bu t t imes have chan 
s e lingamanve.Le Nk os i Chief of our s 1s diff er ent 
from the chiefs o+ our ]r ea~-
KhU!U •• n Ndicino'ukJba i t i s th e ref o re -~ con sider ed 
Ke. maMponoomis'a2ahle. ooinion. gooo Moondomise 
peoo le, t h at it wo ul d b e ~ 
l Kne i s ix e lele u ku b a 
saKuta. xa nje aba death~ if the Dabulas on 
..... 
• !. ~-·· 
are going ~o blunder 1n tn1s 
If the chief 1s going to 
sewuyintonina, xa inkosi choose his own w1~e. tnen 
iza kuzifunel ' wmTaZl what is vour work? What 
nikno ninje? Amehl'esizwe has 
aye phi,inkosi 2eyiza 
Le ntw'isiko ayisaziwa 
mhla wava eSheshegu; 
Ndisisankonde nje 
naG~lanje ... kukho nto 
inye endingasayi kuze 
wovise walo mntwana ... 
Wathi mhla waf3,unyana 




tne people, that the 
c~1et must look for his own 
wife? So! This thing 
What is to become OY us 
Mnondomise people 
the dav he went to Sheshegu. 
It was by me that his 
fatner's eyes were closed 
forget the dying-wish of 
that his son, Zwelinzima, 
should marry the princess 
royal of the Bhaca! 
<The Wrath of the Ancestors~ 
:: .. ::[.()·····}. 41) 
It is a moment that often 
demands active participation of the contesting parties. 
t.n:i. ;;::. scenically before 
the psychological 
contesting characters emerges ~rom the book and enacts itself 
oefore the re~cer. 
divergent backgrounds,o0tlooks. educational stanaaros 
climacteric phase. The supporters c; Zwelirzima. who include 
Dabula emerge from a modern 
modern values and indivi dual rights whicn 
permit one to decide upon one's choice of spouse, irrespective o+ 
one ·s social sta~us, that 1s. commoner or royal bv birth. 
a.J. ·;;: . .:::. 
tritagonist. Nqxabane, the traditional background, 
upholds traditional 
admit the deciding of 
rna~riage partners bv the group or 7he rejection of 
incividual rights by the traditionalists 
+ C)C::i.).·~;;. t:hf:::· 
regards a custodian individual rights as a 
scene with force and authoritv once he 
ascribes his rightful clace to the departed heroes such as King 
• l .. ·-
• ... + ••• ! nis close association with ~he King . 
Such associ ation is evident in 
in death and the pronouncement o~ ~he King's dying-
wish bequeathed to him. ·rhis seniority theme sharpens the 
This satirical mood enact~ itself vi vid lv before 
the reader when Ngxabane avers: 
Le mfeketho ithethwa ngoo- 1ne irresponsible talk of 
Dabula ziinto zale mpucuko the Dabuias I blame on the 
vasizela namashwa: kungasekho so-called nature of the 
Drou ght mi sfor t u~ es u o on 
·." ' ~ ;;.,. ' ;: 
those Glib and emoty 
Cingaumbo Yeminvanva~ 1 31 ) CThe Wrath of the Ancestm-·s: 
·~· .;. 
.. :. '··· . \. ,,,. '. ,,: 
,1"!"' ... · • .: .... "' ,,,, .t. .• . , . . ,. ,: 
:_, . • i. ,;, : i : ~ ::;, ~.. .. f.,, ':::! ! . ;,, :. . 
~s , ~ lS enacted scenically as follows 
Be nd i kwaz i kak a de u ku b a 
t empting me .yo u a r e a ~ea 1 
cevl_ ' s ad v oc a te .. . 
::::~ ~- ::. 
• ..... .. '" .... "' ·; ' l 
'lot' !,.,.' :"·'· ~:;l, ~- ,, J::{ ,i. .!. 'J 
'!'' .;. 
Ukub a u i una ukulwa '·:.·J-... 5 
nank~va uNtondc ekhava. anc fight with my last oorn. 
Ungakhe uqale ugqibe yena Be through with nim 
kuoala. Mna nckuba first.As for me. even 
sewude uze nentsapho if you can come with 
vakho vonKe.nabaninawa your entire family, 
n~bazukulwana. ngeze your brothers and your 
undifeze ndivabazi grandchidren you cannot 
match me. _ know mv 
(Umvuzo Wesono~74-75) 
.. ., ... ' 
~J· u . .t + ::. J. ·:;::. + u. n c: t:. J. t:;t :"; ~::~ 
revelation o{ personality 
the characters' mood and satirical tone. 
above the said functions! the dialogue serves as 
.:::l.r·, C! ~o the cnaracters' 
interlocKing device it 
reader to the impending crisis. When t h e interlocking 
togetner witn his family which includes his sons and his brother, 
the reader realises and appreciates the maximum aestnetlc effect 
the dialogue device achieves. 
1hemba in Sinx o' s UNomsa. the 
dialogue takes oiace as ~olicws 
ndithande, sitshate ... love me so that we can 
Andikuthanoi kunve 
naviohi na intombi nor anv ~ther woman! 
You liar ... wno :s 
~sibhanxa esingazivu such a fool who aces not 
okokuba uhambisana nale know that vou are in love 
titshalakazi? Uze uhambe with this female teacher0 ~et 
vou have offended me• 
Yini le? Nanqavichi na Alas? bv hook or by crook 1 
shall avenge mvself against 
kuzichindezela kuwe, 
~hat Nomsa of vour s 1 
<UNomsa::t 9> 
personalit~ trai~s and the satirical tone 
Nongendi 's aggressive offer of love. the dialogue 
serves as an implication of possible phvsical a ction. 
.. . . . .. ' .·• onAv ~ne evil na~ure o~ 
patterns suggestive of tne 1mm1nent 
imolementation of 
as an interloc~ing or anticipatorv device cueing the 
artistic effect achieved bv 
subseauentlv Ncmsa 
activities of Nonqendi ana when Nongendi unsuccessfully attem~ts 
to murder rn emba. 
It t:.h.:::\t. 
character is more oersonality traits 
character growth. Thi s could be attributed to flat 
features prominently in these nove1s. This is c~obably due ~o 
bi polar 3tructures that abound in these novels. 
!ndeed 1 _ remember now 
ngoku ukuba bekuselwa tnat there was a beer-
aoha izolo. Utata drinking oc~asion here 
ufike engasanxili yesterday. My fatner came 
nje pheiolo, eohuna back tne night before last 
extre~ely drunk. he was 
staggering all the way. 
Nomadinga:Havi noko. Nolizwe, 
Yin~ uxuba ude uthi vou sav an elderly 
umnt'omkn~lu ebenxila, person was drunk 
akusatsho nokuthi instead of saving ne 
No. man. that is whv 
vivo le nto izinto tne situation worsens. 
zithe oho ukonakala. . . ' . you Keep on avo1o1ng 
calling a spade a spade. 
ukuzihlonioha izinto ezi. 
Nomadinga:Ewe, kodwa ke noko Yes, but you cannot sav 
your father was drunk . 
ebenxi l a utata wakho. 
~3' . ..1. k -:':3 . • . ....... , ' ·~ ' ..... ~ 
r·: ci j, t. ·:::. h Ci • 
<Intambi Yolahleko=14) 
scen1c view stresses the charac~ers' moral trai~s. 
The moral traits pass scenicallv oefore the reade~ in dialectical 
entails dual perspectives or oinarv opposites. 
played c f ~ against= foil ~haracter (Nomadi~ga). 
Lack of respect (Nolizwe) 
.!. :;::· 
Consicer another e~amole in olobe s Elundini LoThukela. 
dialogue ~akes olace as follows 
Unjani umntwan'onvana How is my child's son, 
wam, uNgwekazi, Dianga0 Nqwekazi. Dlang a? 
Yinkosi nozwane. Baba. He is a chief in all 
indlulamthi esindwa resoects. Fatner, a gira~fe 
kuthoba, mhle kazi . that cannot yield, sir. 
Unjani umzukulwana How is my grandson. 
wam , uManyaza. Dlanga? Manvaza. Dlanqa? 
Ngumntwan'egazi, Baba, He is a child of the 
ingcungcu ekheth' ~oval blood . Father . 
imisehenzi,mnlekazi. a honey-sucker tnat 
despises certain jobs,sir, 
How is my daughter-in-
omolokazana, Dlanqa? law's child, Jozi.Dlanqa? 
Litshawe ngendalo. He is indeed a orince, 
Baba. ithole lebhubesi. 
calf and a pleasure 
Have the voung men 
ukuthetha abafana , acquired oratorical 
Sizamile mhlekazi We have tried to 
ukubangcambazisa. guide them, sir. they 
bavalinganisa kodwa are promising. bJt 
uNtseie kum ngathi 
uvelele kubo bonke . outstrip all of ~nem . 
CElundini LoThukela:5 ) 
renders panoramic 
personality traits o~ both the hero, Ntsele, and the foi l 
added dimension from the dialectical form in whic h the 
pe~ sonality traits are shown. 
of Ngwekazi is seen olayed of·F aqainst n1s repu lsive 
tra i ts. pride and arrogance. ; ·,,:; ""· I"~ '· .• " \ ''\' "'· ,; ·'"' I ;-;;:•,!: '-.'·:::• . . •: ... ;::;. ,;, ::::-
repulsive stereotyced 
discrimination against certain tasks. The noble birth a~ ~oz1 .;, ::~ 
the dialectical confronta~ion 
between ~he here and the foil characters. Th e scene pictures the 
average oratorial abi lity of tne foil characters balanced a gainst 
the hero's excellent oratorical ability . 
..... _.,__ .. : 'l 
•:::: y .: .. !, 
foregoing scene is typical 
individuality and distinguishes 
tneir typicality. This should not be seen as a fault because the 
characters in a novel of character are not important in their awn 
points of re?erence 
and theme o~ the book should be perceived . 
. : .·· ., ·c. n ;:-:·:~ ·:· :::::. ~:: -:·::' . .L for which the narrative was 
ner individuality, 
fhe same is true of 
Ncmad inqa, who is ~ot the focal ooint, but the embodiment at qooo 
individuality of i r; 
Jalobe's Elundini LoThukela does no~ matter 
i. rn ;:::: C) v·· t . .::\ n t. 
characters exemplify and which shauls disqualify 
incarnat ion of the admirable qualities ·::::. h (J I.J 1 .j 
·:.cf ~ 
novel deserves commen d ation because genersllv it 
complies with th e literary universals oeculiar to dramatic 
... ~ .... _ . . 
' ... .': o.:. ::·· 
when aesthetic e~fect is achieved. Luboock (1921: 174) not~s that 
descriptive narrative surface cannot be 
heightened by trivial dramatization. 
I i::. not:. V.fi t.h 
animated dialogue. by making characters break into wnen 
they really Mave nothing to contribute to the subject; 
of this is onlv to cheapen and discredit ~nelr 
tal~ when at length it is absolutely reouired. 
speak well. and on the subject of general interest- but 
it will be cetter if ·t.nF:::;. r· 
way does this tend to 
the teliing ot the main story?' 
1981:105) exoresses a similar view as follows 
dramatic dialogue follows of 
necessitv from the functions }. t. rn t.i. ~::; t:. 
are set by the nature of the drama itself. 
functions ~ulfilled by dialogue in respect o f, ~song 
others. characterization in the Xhosa novel have oeen identi+ied 
J. t: . . :. ::::· functions which tes~ifv to th2 
nature of the dialogue. The literary excellence of this dialo0ue 
t:. h .:t~. 'i::. j, ·:~:. ·i.:. C) ::::· ~::t. y !' cnaracters speech 
.j . • : ..... ; •"" 
1,,. : ! . ~. ::;:· 
subs~ction may not be chanqeo from one character 
C: h D.t"· <::\·:::: t. €'!'!"'· • 
oersonalltY and the soeech of 1handeka befits her 
Nqxabane's speech characterizes his personality. age and outlooK. 
befi t Dahula's oer3ona lity. Hence Dabula's speech ~= 
lhe s~me also holds 
characters' speeches as cited above. 
distinguish characters' speeches 
.:::\ i'.'.CJ the differen ti ation 
instance, the crude diction Nolizwe emoloys befits her villainous 
oerscnali tv while b v Nomadinga sui ts 
admirable personality. Dlanga's metaphorical expressions 
befit his position as an instructor of male initiates. 
vi vidly oortrays the 
distinctions that characterize the personalities of 
instance. the gira·ff e image Dlang a emoloys ~w 
characterize Ngwe kazi tallies wi t h the scirit of arrogance which 
Ngwekazi exhib it s throuohout the nar r ative. It is on account o~ 
this spirit that he loses the chieftainshiP due to n1~ and even 
-::::. i. ii"i i:":\ ') ;:-:::' \/ :i. \ 1 :i. d 1 ':/ 
•::\ t. t:. :i. t. U. c:i E:': 
water f~om the rock. Thi s a~titude costs him the chie~tainshio. 
I n conc~uslon. 1t s hou ld be pointed out ~hat tne ch ronol oqv W~l cn 
;~::- .. ~. assume in this study should ~ot 
mak e one generalise 
a chronological pattern can bcre th2 
Inst ead . tne modes of charac terizaticn featur e in the 
instance. cages 131-132 in J ordan' s Ingqumbo 
Yeminyanya . t. ['!(·:·~· 
eli d es 1n~o ~uthoria l commen tar y in the ~arm ~~ 
Zwelinzima's action 
th ~ d1sc1osure of h is f ather' ~ dying-wish. i: i>:::.' 
au~nor121 commentary goes off int~ the interior monologue :;, i"i i ... . ! !':::: 
.:::: .. ::· . . t 
Zwelirzima's 1e~ter ~hic h ccntains n~s decision t o marry 
no one save Thembek a. Sue~ is the interweaving that 
of characterization this study h as dane is to 
disentanqle this interweaving +or the ourooses of analvsis. 
F1nallv. 1~ should be oainted cut 
characterization in 
oetermineo mainly by the forms of p1ot they serve. 
characterization achieve character growth or change in respect -· 
~lots o~ fortune. 
characterization broaden the oersoectives from 
vi ewed. ror instance, the name-giving device that feat~res in tne 
plots of +ortune serves mainly as subtle reference to the factors 
the device signals the role an individual character 
In Ingqumbo Yeminyanya tne 
protagonist's name, Zwelinzima. does not refer to the perspective 
but to the hardshics that face the 
protagonist in tne orocess of change 
UNomsa~. 
embodied in characters~ such as the qooo perspective exemplified 
and the reouisive oersoective embodied in 
Nonqendi and Velesa~i. 
1ne same also holds true o F the objective 
between Nalizwe and Nomadinqa in GAashu's Intombi 
Yolahleka reveals the repulsive 
aomirable persoective exemplified in Nomadinqa. 
oiaiogue between Zoleka and JonoilanQa's Ukuqhawuka 
Kwembeleko snows traits or factors that 
contribute significantlv ~o the change undergone 
5.4 Conclusion 
has nighliqhted two fo~ms of cnaracterizatio0 whic~ 
......... . . ,... , 
{ t• ... ! ·v·;,,-;; .l. c h aracterization 
characterization. It 
characterizati o n is the one which is real and superior while flat 
characte~iza~ion is unreal and Instead this chapter 
has foun d that round . ~ . ' . cnarac~er1za~1on 
characterization 
stipulatec by students 
bt:::-::E-::f"'t distinguished as the o ri ncioal factor 
that determines the form o~ 
. . . 
t) lZ·:·:' €:'·:' l'"'i :;:~ t. t· t·:·:· ·?~:. ·::::. !?:·~ U t:.h .:::.t. fo~ms of characterization 
are cred~ble ~ e ff ective an d real. It is the substance o f reall ~ v 
For instance, round characterization entails ~eal 
characters while flat charac~erization entails real situatinn~ or 
hetween characters who serve ~he clots of tortLne 
h as been defined. 
The orotaQonist. antagonist and tritaqonist have b een sinq l~d cut 
as the princioai characters whc feature in the 
~..1 ':::! ~::.': ' these characters, 
protagonists. are 
be8n designated as 
been underlined that these characters do no~ 
change in the orocess cf . . ;:::: n ·:·:~. n ':) 1 n ~.:.:~ 
.:. : ' 
dynamic orincioal characters in the plots o f 
The modes o~ characterization empl 
The sKilful wav 1n which ~hese mcde3 interweave 
to produce the rnax1mum artistic effect has been noted. 
establisheo that the functions the modes fulfil 
relate to tGe demands o+ the plot thev serve. 
than the tradition, 
determines the modes of characterization. 
CHAPTER SIX 
POINT OF VIEW 
6.0 Int~oduction 
writer attends to the various te~hnical aspects of the narrative. 
a narrative medium the literarY artist nas of discoveri~g, 
o·r v1ew thus has significant 
beari ng upon setting. character delineation, olot and theme. 
modus oper·andi 
the relationship the narrator and ~ne 
narrative; the narrator's angle of v1ew, wnich may oe the n eignt . 
channels of information , the autno~'s or 
Th e concect o~ the an gle of view ref ers 
1s the height when the narrator has godlike 
cowers and thus presents Cif'· ' 
~::~ c; i. n 1::. 
Figure I, page 239, exempl ifies this 
angle of view exists when the limited 0 erspective 
.... ··::: ·"·.~ 
.:::: i .1: .. .If 
wh ich often incoroorat e peripheral 
When the narrative e l imina~es the author 
view is that of the ?lxeo 
:~. ·1::. ., .. _ ... . :,.• .... : 
narrative (Friedman, The objective oersoective wn1cn 
fiq~re III,page 241, illustrates usually incorporates 
tht·:·! j_ ·::::. :!:\ majo~ character. 
::::: ~~-:-~r··j t. r·· -::'?.I 1 ··:/ . - . 1 r .. r \/ c:, -~- \/ ~-::~ c: 
<Friedman,1967: 127). The limited oerscective 
and the first-person participa~t persoective are, 
points of view which often emoloy this angle of view. 
angle of view emerges once the narrative incorporates all these 
angles of view,.i.e, the height. oerionery, fixed front and fixed 
perspective almost invariably employs a 
Fried~an (1967:121) 1s correct when ne 
The storv may be seen from any or all anqles at will. 
Faint of view also determi n es the ~he reader. which 
varying, and tne tempo of the narrat i ve. 
which rnav range ~rom slow through 
depends o~ the art o~ fictitiocs narrative. 
and scene as follows 
general-particular 
events covering some extended oeriod and a variety of 
.. .. 
.J. c::- c -:":·:~ .L ~~~':' ·::::. immediate scene emerges ~s scon as the specific, 
contin0ous. and successive details 
'. " .. 
c·11 ·!!':'t .:. ()(_:,J L~ (·:·:·: ·:·:·~. ). c: i"'; ~·:·:·:· 
but concrete detail witMin a specific ~1me-p1ace is the sine 
qua non of scene. 
action come to the ~ore. 
of the ~eader is far fro~ the narrative necause the 
story is viewed on1v from the angle of 
This is always the case 
author-narrator of 
narrator-observer narrator-character of the ~l~st-
person point of view render 
::::i t:~·:· ·:::=. c: r·· :i. r::: t: :i. ~::::• r·! II reader is near whenever ootn 
the thiro-person point of view D.::::<i n+:. 
into close pro~imity with the action. 
alternate the use of summary, description and scene. the pos~tion 
.1. :;~ 
Finally. since summary 
,. .. . .. . .. equallY ava~1a01e the story and the 
witness-narrator can summarize his narrative at 
story may oe either near or far. or 
When the na~rative is presented in summary na~ratlve 
necessary information is conveyed rapidly, esoecially background 
When the narrative is 
has to je arrestee while oescriotion 
.. •"" ...... : ·~·~ ,:':':\ t· r·· .::: .. t:. :~ . 
.s the m~de ~~ oresentation. A shifting temps 
.... :-;::::::~·? .... · 
-~'i~ :I. ·t.~. -:L !' ·· ~ ·! :::- · · .. '::: .. :.: ·~· ............... . i;\\, .. ~!.} ':::;·:::: 
the use DY s~mmary ~ descriotion and 
the story unfolds 1s 
summarised oy Souvage (1965:35) as TOl!OWS 
qeneral categories, third-oerson 
ooint of v1ew and 
·:::: .~·:\ t:. ~·:·:· c.:.i c:~ t· '-:/ subdivisions with its peculiar ~ea~ures. 
D•:::~ :!. ;"·!·!::. :::;. 
characterize tne Xhosa novel and to assess their effectiveness or 
6. 1 Third-Person point of view 
This category is termed third-oerson ooint 
~.~ ·; :: ;.,.: r· 
omniscience. wn1cn unlimited omn1sc1ence to limited 
DC:c:i. !"':-!:'. 
three oersoectives 
omniscient perspective two aoproaches are oossible. 
The first aoproacn entails an editorial 
completely unlimited editorial mode the 
reader mav have access ~~ 
k :L ;-··~ d ·::::. 
fee lings and cerceotions to ~ne 
,;, ::::· ! !' .... ·::... 
........ '{ .. 
: .... !! !.;, ·::.-· ~···· i!::·:· [:; C:f ;·"· -t:. ~;:: . 
,;, ! I but ~lsc criticises r , ;, , j, ,_,. " 
., _. ... 
. !. ::::· i. t. ·::::. it 
narrativs to be viewed from anv anqle at will, that 
Normally, tnese angles of view 
applv to other cersoec~1v~s such as the limited 
o~jective cerspec~1ve and the first-cerson ooint 
narrative mav be fast or slow. and normal or shifting~ depending 
moces of renderi ng exoloited bv the author-narrator. 
oosition o+ the reader may oe 
< ... :it:::.' auth0r-narrator's 
behavioural patterns, wnich mav or 'l::.o t. h<-::' 
(1967:121) elaborates upon the nature 
~~ the editorial mode as follows: 
unlimited .•. ooint The stor y may be seen from . 
author from chocsin; any nf ~hem, or from shif~ina 
rarelY as he pl eases 
of ed1torial omn iscience i s 
and generalizations 
explicitly related ~u the story at nano. 
is closely allied to the editorial mode is the neutral mode. . ... : ' ; !:::: 
~ .... ,. 
~·- 1.::. r·· ~. ·:::· 
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._ •• : ·+-· 
-:·"•.' ,;. '" ·: : -~ ; ' 
surround tM e emergence of the bac~ground characters - Ntobeko ana 
•nemoa, are explored in neutral 
emerg~s when Ncmsa's 
... , . 
. :r:·tj. j_ c.:,""J:i. n::.:j 
whi ch is far awav and which would deprive 
ma1 o~ov1ae the nercine with necessar y matu~ity 
v1se kaSisa. uvakholwa Hre you continced. .. . . ·'' ·: .. ~·:·:~. ·r·. n ;:-:-:-:: ?'· (J ·t· 
na wena oKokuba uNomsa Sisa, that Nomsa shoulo go 
aye kude kangaka? 
because it is there 
ilizwe, nokuzichatha, view. experience, and oroper 
kub a xa solcko enathi 
with us she will r emain 
: UNomsa ~ ::·<.) 
der ives its aestheti c val ue 
also derives the said value from its direct 
fortitude and excerience or wo~ld-view 
exposure ~o the chall enges o~ the world . '/ :"'• ,;,:; 
the authorial judgement that aooears i~ 
this cnapter w1 Sinx o'~ novel has been identified ana found to oe 
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. ' . . . aeemec exoea1en~ 
~we. e!~ lali.elona xesha 
loKuchwavi~a \uNomsa~ 
aph~le namatshamca.okokuca ambitions shattered. ' 0 sne 
kunye neenzinqo ezaz1za 
( UNomsa r; >: ) 
the author between 
sentence. referring to the imminent hardships unknown coth to the 
t(J 
This omniscience is not seen as a fault because, 20 
previous chaoter. i t cears upon olct. tneme 
arrival GT Nomsa at 
familv in objective oerspective feat urin g a dialogue between ~ 
scnool-qoinq chiid. 
. . .. . . . 
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neutral mod e featuring a cescriotion of the qeograohical settinq, 
setting~ which serves as background ? 
characters. Ve lesazi and Nongsndi 
l ' ; .~. :::~ 
the reader s interest and attent ion '~that it 
;. .............. ; .. 
i ; r,,: ;:;~ i,,, frustr&tians suffered 
• ... ~ l ! oerspective embodied 
'.I/' this reference to Yhemba's 
oojective perspective 9enerates sGsoense 1n the 
j, '!::. 1 ·::::. later disclcsed t~at Themba 
ti".:i. :::: i r,.j ·f c;1·· ·1~ :::'. ·t: · ... ::-. ·: :t ·;:::. 
~ages 38 and 47, a 1so Gy means of the objective oerspect1ve . The 
objective pe~spective thus functions both as a p~csoect 
·:T:\ .~. ~ .. -...... 
re~erence to Mrs Sindile's 
' ; ' .. reterence taKes place when it has alreadv been 
to the reader that Mrs Sindile 
The report has further mentioned 
tne fact that Themba's 
:i. n ~·~ i. -:7:'1. irJ :.::;. 
!·· .. i.:::Jiil·:;:: . .:;,;. 
discussion ma~es reference ~u a 
The reader suspects that Richmond's TMenba. wno 
Sindi~e who corresponds wit~ Nomsa. 
~hen the subseauent narrative realises 
objective cerscectlVE involving 
tne frustrating events that lsd to Themba's departur~ fr om n1s 
·::::.cin z: 
as a n a nticipatory f l a sh and s ubsequen tly as 3 
retr o s pect ive flash ~ na~ ill u mines 
-~· +· UNomsa co~pri ses twe l ve 
rnc:: ~::: t·:·: .-::·,_n d obj e ctive cer scectivs. -. . =::; :;. ::::.c =: .. ;. ~.::~ ·::::. :t -; .. :" = 
h as o inoa i n ted the edi tori a l 
UNomsa , 
Nomsa ascr ibes her brooding over Th emba to mere 
. . . . 
svmp~~ M v towa~a s 
1he editorial statement that follows the 
report crltlClses Nornsa's ign o rance 
a dmi rat ion an d 1ove. 
editorial statement reads as follows 
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KUKums1Ze!a, enqaaonoi 
le nto usizi izalwa 
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It. 
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editorial evaluation. 
.. .... , .. 
1he au~ hor-n arrator i ntrudes in order ~ o e !uc1aat~ 
~ttacK and c riticism. Acccrd in g ~u t h e editori ai comment2rv sucn 
- . . . ' . 
t 2 ~ne numan ~ en cencv 
i r r e l evan t ~o ~ n s .; .{ .. .!. ' ... 
deter mines h ow ~ne 
community members. Conseq uently ~ the ~eader unde r stands whv some 
community me~b er s regard Nomsa as arro gant anc a0 a woman o·~ easv 
\/ :L v·· t. u. ::.·:·:' 
It shouic ce n oted that 
setting is rendered i n neutral 
• :•< .... ,. 
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UPhumzo ·; .···· 
the neu t ral mooe . 
~Phumzo esikolweni 
kule vek i izayo - and wri ting skills! 
nokulesa incwadi; 
1 also c he~ish the same w1sn 
<UPhumzo: 1.1) 
Firstlv, it launches the en~lre narra~ive. 
ana sheds light on their modern out look. 
which paves t he way ~or his prosperous life. 
The objec~ive oersoective i s 
·:;;t.i :• ... : 
The background characters no~ include 
i,..!.r ~ t:. :i. 1 
perspective fea tur ing a dialoque between Mbe ko an ~ Nofayil e. Th e 
This orayer motif 
.,····; . .f: ;. .. , r·:;; ·; ;--·~ .... . . ........ , ... , ..•• , :!-''• encounters problems. 
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· ~ ~ autn~rial irtrusions 
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phase of n1s Tl~e vea~s· service at Mconcini 
emotion-bui ld ing 
.:.. '·•· 
........... _. .. . '"" 
!,, . ~ i ! • • .... 1 i/'.\ ·:::· another backg~ound 
commentary discussed 
The f oil ow ing extracts il lustrat e 0ood 
and emotion-buildinq commentary directed a~ ~ character 
Ewe un van~ si le titshala 1 
bonke abazali babantwana 
Uvayothuka lao ntc 
apna elizweni mfana 
yititshala e~tsha . .:; .; ..... .., .; ,, ~ .. ! ! ,!. 
yakuzama ukubaluleka 
thina le nto kutitsnala 
. . . y ou ar e qu1~e correc~. 
waren~s 0T the cn1~dren can 
hear such a truth! 
~au seem to b e surprise d , 
teacner·~ Yes. this is how 
clan! Tnis tr·end of reason ing 
1es, Leave them l1Ke that-
CUPhumzo :i0,A5 &48~ 
. . 
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cri ti cisms levelled by the Mqon cini community members aga inst his 
discipline and order. 
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pupi l ~ shoc~s Phumzo. 
mooo an d emotion that shoul c 
i::::::-:: t.t·.:::\Ct:. ·. :i. ·:•:•. '"'· 
.:, . .... 
~-- i, .,.l 
th is th e a uthor-
to t~e ccnversational 
the per spective of the au~ hcr-narr atcr. wn o ~egards 
The convers~tional 
Diomo ., ' ..• .'"!" 
sh ou ld be men tioned t h2t ;_ ..... _;j· .. !·'"'. 
real life situations. l, .. '.,,; t~. 
1s ~nus a s J btle ~ddress ~o the general living 
The generalisation 
the author-narrator has exploited tallies Nith his 
oerspective. which is not concerned with 
::::· i , ... ':.: ~~ .. 
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cammentar v ~d dr assed 
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i t s incaroar at iar an d in tegrat i on 1n~ c th e ent ir e 
H= t h e extract s di s cussed 
a bov e s h o w. the commen t a ry p er fo rms commendab le 
.~ . • ... ~ ne appr e ci a tion cf 
,. .. ..... . ... .......... . ·: ... ~ ... · ...... r. ·:::.:. \·:= '.'::} 
contribu~es significantly 
wn 1cn s uccess d eter min es th e o icaresqueness c f the ol o~ . 
Notwithstand i ng . Pe tana' s UPhumzo does 
., .... 
,;, ::::· 
• ... ·. ~:::· 
mh l abo we t hu uP h umzc. 
to g o an s mee~ the ori ncic a l · · · 
.... '?~S'-l· .... 
moral tra its, we s~ail 
c: (J .::·~.;::~ ·~::. ::-:-:~I''· , 
.; .... 
. ;.. '·•· 
do not stop me? Th i~ 1s 
sufficie~t for today~ l et 
sib~vele kumhlooo wethu us go cacK ~o ou~ friend, 
uPhumzo. esimshive Phumzo, whom we nave lef~ 
ekumalun qi selel ~ okubhalela creoaring ~0 write ~o hi s 
< UPhumz o r, :t ~.':: ::/Z ::. 
~unctions ma1n1v as a~ 
authorial evaluation that 
Extract 8 rounds off ""' . "'" : .... : n -:'i:i. n t: ~:~·) r-· :~·.:. 'f 
elaborates on the moral traits of p -:':':l ;r· i::·:~ r·. 'i::. ·:;;:. j; !.J.Jh .::-~.-1::. ~- ·::::. 
commo n i n ~ne above ext~acts is the tendency of tne commen~arv ~o 
remind the read er aoout what has been narrated ana also oirectlv 
maniculate the reaaer·s fr ame of mind. kinds of commentary 
~urthermore , thev tend • ... • ... ; . ''" '··'"' ' : ' .. ., :~.:. 
. . . ,. 
c:; I r···:::.:-:c .,_:·. 1. · . .._,.·  
ensui ng chapters entail, 
annovance emerge 
a~thor ia l JUdgement. 
lik~wezelelwe nav ila l i 
\/ .. '.';; 
enyaniso abaz al i abalolu 
be e~onerated from murder. 
such was the ca libr e o~ 
Mbhodamo parents. 
(UPhumzo :33 & 53: 
"" . . 
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and complet e his s tudies. 
extract A takes olace. 
namely. Drovi o inq 
"i"f"i:i. ·:::. the case when the a u thor-narr a tor 
, 1,. .... 
· .. • . .! 
::;.p::. ·(·:.'·:·:·: 
• • . , h 
omnlSClence wouio the aut h or canno t resist th e urqe to 
.... , .... ; .. 
·:::·. • .... '··· 
their compl iance with the 
' " 
i.). ;···~ ::·\·[ ;:::i ~ ... ;, \ \/ ;::::· c: .:::t J. 
'. supr·at 
authori al judgement entail~ 
anG ngenyaniso. wnich are synonv~ous. ~es~i~les 
th e s ai d features ~~ 
Si nxo' s UNomsa and Petana's UPhumzo are no t ~ne oni 
renoered in editorial mode . 
lsakhono 
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Ment i on shoulJ je made. inter alia. 
Umfundisi WaseMthuqwasi. 
Amabalana Umzali Wolahleko; 
UNomathamsanqa Nosi gebenga -:"'·,;:; 
UMshweshwe : Futshane's UJujuju and Mhla Ngenqaba ; Dana s Kufundwa 
Ngamava; and Tsotsi 's UNtabaziyaduma .. ·::;:. t. '.J ci ·y· 
In concr us: on .. 1~ should be stressed th at the edi t orial mode that 
characterizes the 
UPhumzo, 
.~ I 'i 
setting. characters, p ~- CJt. 
.; •• : ••• , ... « 
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irrelevant qeneralisa~~ons . 
... ; .,/ ~-~-:. .:. '' "" ·--· 
Novels with neutral and objective perspectives 
J. t:. c~u.·~::. .:; .. :.~. ·'"' :,,. ~ ; •:.:: 
has not been posslD!e to fi~ti a 
objective perspectiv~ b u t i t •nvar iab ly 
~nese mooes simultaneo usly. 
·" o•··,·v ··,. -~. Ukuqhav-1uka :i. ':::; 
' '' . ···. ,. ·::::. :::·:: ·;:;~ 
these oersnectives 
i. ·~:~ i.J·::::.f-:·:·c! 
Amidst t~e disturbed circumstances 
Zolaka, wh o did not taka 
Zoleka avavingazange notice o? these things •.. 
ivithatha l e nq qaleio 
',.... .. . 
:: .. J l Lf J. t:-~ !< ~·:t . •t . ... .l, >,,.' 
(Ukuqhawuka Kwembeleko :5) 
~ ... 
11 '! 
f _ ..... . _ •. __ ., j 
;:, ... -: .. .t ; '., .1 ~ 
ngaso no1za kusithini 
t.h~::-:- =:::.:::\U.::::.(·:· : 
····· ..... , ,,., ,,., ....... 
~; -: ::i.! - ' .. ! ! 1·::.· :·. 
-~::. nt-:·! ·)·:.h~:-:-: 
ess~~tlal characteristics 
misses an opportunity that ' .. , , .. ' 
forestal l ing of the enforced marriage. 
.· .. ·.••,}········ ... 
'· ··>< :1 r~·": t:·::-: 
featuring an economical summarv that sheds further 
l iq~t u• t he lo~ale o{ the narrative. specifica l ly 
also th~ows further i lluminat1on 
( supr· a:: <:." ::::," :i. } • T -:·· ••• -•.• "! 
·;· .j .. 
,(. ',., 
ov the antagonist ana 
~- . , ·. :·:. , . .. -r:.: :~:: 
,i ,,_ ... 
·,.,r .. ,< 
................... 
::::· L -:::\ !.,, t:.~ 
vie~ ~rom the f ron t ~o ~n2 
.f .. ; ••. . . .... 
tempo of ~ne narrat i ve ~rom normal rn ~as~ . 
.f .. ; .......• 
. ;r::;; 
charac~er, ~~ andeka. 
.. . . . . . . 1etnarg 1c aua11~v 
~·. ..~ : .i . 
' •" ( ; ::·:::· 
u.n t :~ 1 ·i , .. ~ ~. ·'"' 
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It was lat e in the after noon 
Amathunzi eenduli zase 
Ngco l aki ni ave en abe 
{Ingqumbo Yeminvanya It . , 't :' · ... ' l <The Wrath of The Ancestors ~ ~ ~ 
1ne social setting 
alss in brief narrative 
means o f tr ave lli ng. i e .• horses. 
': ; ' " ' .. ~ • ! ' I -: \ . • ' • 
commen~arv on some nor semen sa1 c to oe unfamiliar wi~~ th e modern 
"' ~ . . .. "• ., 
... •,,,ii..,!:<. 1;;;; i,.,.; 
imi h1a n ezolo kwaNtu. 
t ~ ree oF them wore trousers 
iib n ulu khwe v1nTo 
~ Ibid, 
..... ........ 
~-- : ~ :::.7 
ed uca t ional outlook. 
entertain ment witn 
,, ''" 
.;, · ... 
., .. :•••. 
' ... : ... ,; 
Mzamo and MaM i va. 
-;_·:.c·· h :i. ::::-
the ncrsemen by the host, and ~heir 
:~ :i. '·::_l! ; ' • .- t ·;:::. 
traditional 30iritual atmcsoMere 
c: D 1 '! ·c. :t , .. ~ :. : ;.:·.; ·:::: L< n t·. i .:. 
::::. i.). 'C. j, ' .... ~ .. } .... }, -~:::. 
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..... ~~·? (:~ .. ::· 
.; •• .c.,. "~ .j .. 
o ... :;,;;;·,• ... 
of giving uo acad~mic 
'i ';,', ::::· 
ctjsctive oerscective 
crotagcnist came. • ... : : ·:::~ ' ... 
setting. nas identi fie d the 
descriotion ~~ Ngxabane s external 
i nkwakhwa ,:,:,_ ;:;:. 
.f-.. , .... 
' ... ·.,.· 
:!: ~ ... 
I·:·· nas nincointed the render~nq 
.. ..... c 
• .... ' l 
narrativa craws the ~irst en 
< supr-a ~ 
The immed iate scene tha t focusses on 
·'· '-· 
...... 
. :. : i 
i ·· . .... 
of the narrative v2r1~~ 
~t ili ses de sc ript 1on~ the tema o 1s sl ow . whil e ~he 
mode exoloits summ0rv narrative. 
. .. : .. ·. <::::!· .. , -:::\ S::' t:. f·:·:·:--· 
~ollows the same vervinq 
rsndereo only in neutral made. 
~no description; 
·~· .... , .. ,,) .: . . ·'" 
!ti':::; • ... :.:. · .. :. :::: 
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Cebula . Ngx a bane a nd 
~ne diverqent cultural 
.::, ! : 
. . 
,, ... , , .:::1. , · .::·:·i. r: ·!:;. ~:·:·: r··. ·::::. \·:·:·t. n c~ 
i nolud~ Jc~obe ' s UZagula . 
Abantwana Bethu Umqol'uphandle, Izaqweba 
:::·:::; ..... ·.: .h : ' · ·;::• Iz i gi gab a Zelifa. wh ich ~h e moses of 
·i·· ····-
I ·i:.: +· ,'"'·. 
novels in de~ail. 
plots of fo r t une. lnev are a Lso ~ouno 
Izinto 
Zodidi ,, 
Ch a pter 1 c+ Izinto Zodidi - ~ 
._, .. _,: . . 
economical s ummary 
I i··. .,,,_, ... ,, .. 
•••'•k •.• ! 
-:::U !!,,,: backqrouno char acter. 
.: ..... : .. . : ........ 
:,.,; '.' ' "' '.- .. : . . +. !,.' ~ .... l. t.; t t 
i c~ t·:·:·:-n ·!.·:. :l -f :~. =:-::-:· ·::::. 
;::;.u·:::: ·· 
f. :,.:·:· ~···; \'.; 't .. ::·.' 
• L ! i ' ~ . t:· .:':.; . 
laws~ How can it be that a . · .. · · ~n 
.. .... 
·'· ' ... ::::· 
women's strGqqle ~ or liberation from certain 
r~ducing boredom. 
slow ~o norma~ ana v1ce versa, 
fr o nt to the height and vice versa , 
c~ i ·::::. t: .. ::~. r--, c: (·:·:~ 
(') t:; _j t::;. ' ::: t:. :i \,·· t·:·:·! 
....... 
: ... ' ... ' 
Da?3n e ~ Ukufika KukaMadodana, ano 
-'::>.nd Ali tshoni Lingaphumi. 
r ~ncerinq in these novels 
. . . . , .. . 
oea~ Slffil!2rlt12S 
Elundini LoThukela. 
Mtuz e's Indlel'ecand'intlango 
fo llowed bv the modes of 
our~ ue furt her discussion on tMese 
........ .. ~·· 'I 
; ! l ... ' ~./ !:;:} .:. 
,.4, 
:;:!,: ''·•·1 
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novel wi th the ilius1on intimacy a nd immediacy. 
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DOj2C~lV2 perSP2C~lV2 
limited to warrant the classific2tion GT 
~e~urninq his cn12t to his home. 
(I ngqumbo Yeminyanya: 4 7 ) 
it:. ~·.;~·\ :i. 1 "" 
ngasenkundleni. site wal~lnq nex~ to inkundla we 
.:. Abant~..,ana Bethu 
Asi z i Kuoa s an qena 
(Ukufika KukaMadodana ! 6' 
· .... ; 
Cingaumbo Yeminvanya 4 3) 
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zays zitnatha i~esha lazo. 
voKuba ~unqathi emveni 
( lzinto Zodidi : 67) 
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another ~ and shor~lv after 
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explai n it even if 
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Wno knew ~na~ after some time 
·:::::L t. f~·:~ci 
' I ' ;; 
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c bou t the a mbiquitie 3 o t lif e 
ambiquities tnat surround Devi's success in li~e 
indirect. the otner immediate ~0 direct, rarely occur 
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o.2 Firs t-person point of view 
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